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Classroom Kindness Posters
PRZ104 Pkt of 6
Size: A3. 4 x Portrait orientation and 2 x 
Landscape orientation. Printed on one side only. 
300gsm card. Six Assorted Designs.

Art Skills Handbook F-6: Sequential Planning Guide 
for Teachers
BK552 by Kate Hart
The go-to guide of artroom strategy & planning. Discover the building 
blocks of putting together an art class from Foundation through to Year 
Six. Includes practical steps in developing art skills through the seven 
areas of art: Drawing, Construction, Modelling, Collage, Painting, Printing 
and Textiles.

Elements & Principles of Art Charts
Suitable for Primary Levels
PR101  13 x A2 Cards
Suitable for Primary Levels. This pack contains 13 cards exploring the 
Elements and Principles of Art. The Art Elements are the building 
blocks we use to make artworks. They are Colour/Value, Line, Space, 
Form, Texture and Shape. The Art Principles are the ways in which the 
Art Elements are used & combined in a work of art for the personal 
expression of ideas. They are Contrast, Repetition/Pattern, Emphasis, 
Balance, Movement & Unity.

Read, Grow, Inspire! - 
Celebrating CBCA Book Week 
2023
BKW006 72pp
Art activities based on the 2023 CBCA Book 
Week theme "Read, Grow, Inspire!", short listed 
Early Childhood and Picture Books. Activities 
are designed for individual works, as well as for 
class, libraries and whole school displays.

Emotions Art & Language 
Charts
PR120 Set of 16 x A3 Cards
15 individual charts focusing on each of 
the following emotions: surprised, sad, 
happy, frustrated, love, proud, disgusted, 
excited, afraid, worried, angry, shame, bored, 
confused and pensive. Also includes an 
overview chart showing all the emotions.

Designed 
for Primary Levels 
– Foundation to 

Year 6

Paper & Cardboard: Skills & Construction Charts 
PR102 Pkt of 6
Includes six charts covering paper and cardboard – sculpture, 
construction and engineering. Each chart has clear and colourful visuals, 
and are labelled with a skill or technique that students of all ages can 
understand. A2 Size. 

Includes 
teacher notes 

& student 
artwork!

Modelling Skill & Technique Charts
PR103 Pkt of 7
Includes seven charts, each one covering a different aspect of hand 
building. Each chart has clear and colourful visuals, and are labelled with 
a skill or technique that students of all ages can understand. A2 Size. 
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Rubbing Plate – Optical
GR081 Pkt of 6
Optical illusion rubbing plates can be used by placing drawing paper 
over the rubbing plate and rubbing the surface with Zart drawing blocks, 
rubbing blocks or crayons. 6 different textural designs in optical patterns 
to try out. 

Rubbing Plate – Large Texture
GR086 Pkt of 4
8 designs (2 per plate) can be used by placing drawing paper over the 
rubbing plate and rubbing the surface with Zart drawing blocks, rubbing 
blocks or crayons. 8 different textural design patterns to try out. 

Stencil Shapes By Zart A4 10s
CBZ124 NEW Pkt of 5
These cardboard Stencils Shapes by Zart have been laser cut from 
250gsm white card. This set of five sheets include a range of geometric 
and organic shapes in varying sizes. Stencils can be used in collage, 
printmaking, scrapbooking, stamping, decorative crafts, mixed media and 
rubbings. The A4 stencils sheets can be cut down, or used as one sheet. 
Made from renewable paper.

Stencil Sheets – Textures
GR110 Pkt of 80
A4 size, 0.21mm thick plastic stencil sheets with cut out designs for printing 
and rubbings. Place the template underneath drawing paper to use as a 
rubbing plate with Zart drawing blocks, rubbing blocks or crayons. Place the 
template on top of the surface to take a print. These stencils can be used 
for monoprinting with Gel Printing Plates. 8 assorted texture designs.

Pattern Rubbing Plates
GR093 Pkt of 4
Size: 15 x 15cm, and 3mm thick. 
Made from plastic. Packet of 4 
double-sided plates, gives you 8 
textures. 

Pop Art Stencil Patterns By Zart
CBZ123 Pkt of 10
Laser cut from study card. 5 designs, 2 of each. A4 sheets.

new
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Basics Triangular 
Colour Pencils
PN170 Pkt of 72 ........... $12.25
Bulk pack - 72 pencils. 3 of each 
of the 24 assorted colours packed 
in a handy reusable cardboard 
cylinder. The pencils outer casing 
is made from FSC Certified Wood. 
The triangular pencil barrel means 
they are easy to grip and won't 
roll away. Ideal for school, home 
or any colouring project.

24 colours

Basics Triangular 
Colour Pencils
PN172  Pkt of 24
24 assorted colours packed in 
a handy reusable cardboard 
cylinder. The pencils outer casing 
is made from FSC Certified Wood. 
The triangular pencil barrel means 
they are easy to grip and won't roll 
away. Ideal for school, home or 
any colouring project.

24 colours

Basics Triangular Colour Pencils
PN173 Pkt of 2880
288 pencil bulk pack. 24 of each of the 12 assorted bright colours. 
Perfect for the classroom and group projects to draw and colour. The 
triangular pencil barrel means they are easy to grip and won't roll away. 
Made from FSC certified wood.

Bulk 
Value!

12 colours

Basics Jumbo 
Metallic Pencils
PN086 Pkt of 12 ..............$7.25
These metallic coloured pencils 
have a thick 5mm lead. The large 
barrel is great for young children 
making them easy to hold. 6 
assorted colours - two of each 
colour: silver, gold, copper, blue, 
pink and green. Packed in a handy 
reusable cardboard cylinder. 

6 colours

Minibeast Small Stencils
GR165 Pkt of 12
12 Designs. Stencil Size: 6.8 x 6.8cm. 500 
micron thickness. Brand: By Zart.

Mandala Stencils
GR166 Pkt of 6
6 Designs. Stencil Size: 15 x 15cm. 
Colour: White. Brand: By Zart.

Stencils
GR163 Dinosaur  Pkt of 6 
GR164 Flower  Pkt of 6
6 assorted designs. Stencil Size: 15.2cm x 
15.2cm. 3 colours: Red, Blue & Yellow.  
500 micron thickness. Brand: By Zart.
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Basics Watercolour 
Pencils 
PN085 Pkt of 24 .......... $5.85
These 24 assorted watercolour 
pencils are vibrant in colour and 
blend nicely. Packed in a handy 
reusable cardboard cylinder, and 
come with a Taklon brush. For 
best results use Aqua brushes. 
Ideal for school or home.

Basics Watercolour 
Pencils
PN084 Pkt of 12 ...........$3.25
These 12 assorted watercolour 
pencils are vibrant in colour and 
blend nicely. Packed in a handy 
reusable cardboard cylinder, and 
come with a Taklon brush. For 
best results use Aqua brushes. 
Ideal for school or home.

Zart Woodless Watercolour Pencils
PN225 Pkt of 24 ....................................................................... $14.50
24 assorted colours giving excellent coverage when dispersed with water. 
The colours will bleed and blend nicely. Look great either on their own or 
as watercolours. Handle with care to ensure long lasting use. Wood-free 
pencils are fragile, so avoid dropping or heavy handed use. Sharpen using 
a knife.

12 colours 24 colours

Primecolours Drawing Pencils
PN265 Box of 48 ...................................................................... $29.95
48 assorted colour, high quality pencils. Colours easily layer, blend 
& shade. Soft, smooth and non-waxy with vibrant & lightfast colour. 
Durable wooden storage case with metal clasp means pencils are kept 
safe, easily accessible and makes colour selection simple. 
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Basics Oil Pastels – Large
Pkt of 12 PS037 ........................................... $2.55
Pkt of 24 PS038 ........................................... $4.45
Pkt of 48 PS039 ........................................... $8.65
Pkt of 432 PS040 .........................................$62.50
These basics large oil pastels are thicker than standard 
pastels and less likely to break. Pastel Size: 10mm 
diameter x 70mm length. These oil pastels glide 
smoothly giving excellent coverage. They are perfect 
for the school classroom or artroom.

Bulk 
Value!

PS040

PS037

PS038 PS039

Pencils Blacklead HB
PN160  Pkt of 72 ........$11.95
72 HB grade blacklead pencils. 
Perfect bulk pack for the school 
classroom or artroom. Made 
from FSC certified wood. Packed 
in a handy reusable cardboard 
cylinder.

Pencils Blacklead 
Assorted Grades
PN165  Pkt of 72 ........$11.95
72 assorted grade blacklead 
pencils, 18 of each: HB, 2B, 4B 
and 6B. Perfect bulk pack for the 
school classroom or artroom. 
Made from FSC certified wood. 
Packed in a handy reusable 
cardboard cylinder.

Pencils Blacklead Thick 
2B
PN180  Pkt of 36 ........$19.00
36 thick 2B grade blacklead 
pencils. With a 4mm thick 
lead they are easy to grip and 
suitable for young children. 
Perfect bulk pack for the school 
classroom or artroom. Made 
from FSC certified wood.

Budget Blackleads
PN050-HB HB
PN050-2B 2B
PN050-4B 4B
PN050-6B 6B
Pkt of 20 .......................... $3.50
Bulk lead pencils made from FSC 
certified wood. Perfect for the 
school classroom or artroom use.
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Basics Large Oil Pastels – Single Colour
PS044 Black  Pkt of 48 ........................................................... $8.25
PS043 White Pkt of 48 ........................................................... $8.25
These basics large oil pastels are thicker than standard pastels and less 
likely to break. Pastel Size: 10mm diameter x 70mm length. Now softer 
and creamier than ever before these oil pastels glide smoothly giving 
excellent coverage. They are perfect for the school classroom or artroom.

Basics Large Oil Pastels – Cool & Warm Assortment
PS035 Pkt of 48.......................................................................... $8.65
Cool & Warm oil pastels in 6 cool & 6 warm assorted colours x 4 of 
each. Thicker than standard pastels and less likely to break. Pastel Size: 
10mm diameter x 70mm length. These oil pastels glide smoothly giving 
excellent coverage. They are perfect for the school classroom or artroom.

Basics Large Oil Pastels – Skin Tone Assortment
PS042 Pkt of 12.......................................................................... $3.40
These assorted skin tone oil pastels are thicker than standard pastels and 
less likely to break. Pastel Size: 10mm diameter x 70mm length. These oil 
pastels glide smoothly giving excellent coverage. They are perfect for the 
school classroom or artroom.

Basics Large Oil Pastels – Fluoro
PS041 Box of 12 ......................................................................... $3.40
Bright fluorescent oil pastels in 6 assorted colours x 2 of each. Thicker 
than standard pastels and less likely to break. Pastel Size: 10mm diameter 
x 70mm length. Vibrant colours include: Fluro yellow, pink, green, 
orange, blue and scarlet. These oil pastels glide smoothly giving excellent 
coverage. They are perfect for the school classroom or artroom.

Zart Drawing Blocks
CR005 Pkt of 50
Bulk pack of 13 assorted colours. Long-lasting, hard rectangular, crayon 
like, wax blocks. Made from natural dyes and ingredients, the colour and 
hardness may vary. Clean & non-toxic. Colours include 4 of each: black, 
sky blue, green, phthalo blue, carmine, pink, scarlet, orange, signal yellow, 
lemon yellow and white. Plus 3 of each: turquoise and dark brown. Block 
Size: 9mm thick x 18mm wide x 50mm long. Made in Australia.

13 colours

Smooth Moves Twistable Crayons
CR250 Pkt of 12
Smooth Moves twistable gel crayons are great for all ages and come in 
12 assorted colours. Great for younger children as they are non-toxic and 
washable. The twistable end means no peeling or sharpening. Water-
soluble, so they can be blended with water with a brush or rubbed with 
fingers.These crayons hold their colour intensity once they dry. Crayon Size: 
18mm diameter x 130mm length.
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Bright Slicks
CR257 Pkt of 6
6 assorted colours, 10g per stick, Colours 
include; Shimmer Blue, Shimmer Green, 
Shimmer Purple, Neon Pink, Neon Yellow  
and Neon Green. Work great on glass with 
a translucent effect! Dry quickly, are  
non-permanent, remove easily 
with water and a sponge.

Slicks Jumbo By Zart
CRZ261 Pkt of 6
40g sticks. Slick size: 115mm 
long x 30mm diameter. 

Slicks Christmas Colours
CRZ260 Pkt of 6
10g sticks. Slick size: 88mm long x 15mm 
diameter. Work great on glass with a translucent 
effect! Dry quickly, are non-permanent, remove 
easily with water and a sponge.

Slicks
CR254 Blak & White Pkt of 12
CR255 Metallic   Pkt of 12
10g sticks. Slick size: 88mm long x 15mm 
diameter. Work great on glass with a translucent 
effect! Dry quickly, are non-permanent, remove 
easily with water and a sponge.

Slicks
CR259 Cool Ocean  Pkt of 12
CR258 Warm Earth Pkt of 12
10g sticks. Slick size: 88mm long x 15mm 
diameter. Works on glass with a translucent 
effect! Dry quickly, are non-permanent, 
remove easily with water and a sponge.

Colour Slicks
CR256 Pkt of 12
12 assorted colour slicks, 10g per stick. Black, 
Brown, Dark Green, Light Green, Light Blue, 
Dark Blue, Purple, Pink, Red, Orange, Yellow and 
White. Work great on glass with a translucent 
effect! Dry quickly, are non-permanent, 
remove easily with water and a sponge.

Slicks Colour By Zart Classpack
CRZ262 Pkt of 96
12 Basic Colours included.

Colours of Country Slicks Ochre 6s
CRZ253 NEW Pkt of 6
10g sticks. Slick size: 88mm long x 15mm diameter. Six Colours: Aboriginal 
Flag (Red, Yellow and Black) and three ochre/earth colours.
Work great on glass with a translucent effect! Dry quickly, are non-
permanent, remove easily with water and a sponge. This wonderful 
collection of Slicks includes the three colours of the Aboriginal Flag (Red, 
Yellow and Black) and three ochre/earth colours.

new
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Basics Chalk Pastels
PS101 Pkt of 12................................ $4.50 
These pastels are great for layering, smudging 
and mark making.

Supermix Oil Pastels 
PS318-WT Titanium White            Pkt of 18
PS318-AS   Assorted Colours         Pkt of 18
PS318-ME   Copper, Gold & Silver Pkt of 18
Supermix are the artists’ oil pastel. They are a premium 
blend of highly pigmented colours that have a smooth, 
silky consistency. Great on black paper or canvas. Perfect 
for colour mixing, impasto, blending, 3 dimensional colour, 
shading and encaustic & sgraffito work. Pastel Size: 13mm 
diameter x 65mm length. Made in Australia.

Soft Pastels Skin Tone
PS098 Pkt of 12
12 assorted skin base colours. Skin tone 
dry pastels suitable for student use. When 
unwrapped these square pastels allow for fine 
drawing and broad strokes. Great for portrait 
drawing on black canvas or paper. Pastel size 
7mm x 7mm x 65mm.

Pastel Colour Switches
PSZ031  Pkt of 16
Multicoloured dry pastels that 'switch' colour 
as you draw. 4 colour combinations included.

Zart Soft Woodless Pastel Pencils
PS020 Pkt of 24........................................................................ $15.00
24 vibrant assorted colours offer great versatility. Great for blending, 
they are also suitable for fine lines and broad strokes. Easy to use with no 
need to sharpen as these pencils are all lead. Use gently for best results. 
Please note: Handle with care to ensure long lasting use. Wood-free 
pencils are fragile, so avoid dropping or heavy handed use. 

24 brilliant colours!

Soft Pastels
PS096 Pkt of 144
12 assorted colours. 12 of each colour. Bulk 
pack of dry pastels suitable for student use. 
Great on black canvas or paper. Student 
quality pastels that also lay down nicely on 
textured paper. Pastel size 10mm x 10mm x 
65mm.

Mungyo Soft Pastels
PS198 Pkt of 12...........................................................................$5.25
PS199 Pkt of 24...........................................................................$9.25
PS200 Pkt of 48.........................................................................$15.95
Artist quality soft pastels. Pastel size: 10mm wide, 66mm long.
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School Colours Bulk Markers – Thick Assorted
PM700 Tub of 48 ..................................................................... $13.00
Thick markers with a medium point. 12 assorted colours - 4 of each. 
Water-based and non-toxic. Ideal for young children as they are easy to 
hold. Packed in a handy plastic tub for easy storage and colour selection.

School Colours Bulk Markers – Thick Black
PM705 Tub of 48 ......................................................................$13.00
Thick, water-based markers with a medium point. Black only. Ideal for 
young children as they are easy to hold. Non-toxic. Packed in a handy tub 
for easy storage. 

Dual Tip Metallic Markers
PM811  Pkt of 8 ................................$6.95
Brush and Bullet Markers in one! Brush size 
2-6mm. Bullet size 1.5mm.

Basics Thin Markers
PM890 Tub of 60 ....................................................................... $8.15
Thin markers in 20 assorted colours. Inexpensive with sturdy nibs. Packed 
in a handy reusable storage caddy. Perfect bulk pack for the classroom, 
artroom or home use.

Budget Fineliners – Black
PN121 Pkt of 24 ..............................$21.00
Budget pack of black fineline pens with 
0.3mm tip. Excellent for fine line work, writing 
and drawing with a nib that is stronger than 
fibre. Create works of art, write stories, design 
graphs or simply jot notes. Black only.

Calligraphy Pens
PN030 Pkt of 3 ..................................$4.75
Black calligraphy felt tip markers in 3 assorted 
sizes, 2.0, 3.5 and 5.0mm. Perfect for 
decorative lettering and illustrations and for 
fine line work with 3 varying thickness nibs. 
Create works of art, write stories, design 
graphs or simply jot notes. Black only. Packed 
in handy storage wallet.

Dip Pen Calligraphy Set
PN052 Each .......................................$2.95
1 x dip pen, 5 x metal nibs in sizes; 0.7mm, 
1mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 3mm. Use with drawing 
inks, liquid watercolour or food dye.
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Basics Glitter Pens
AA082 Pkt of 8 ..................................$4.50
Fine point roller pens in assorted bright 
colours. 0.8mm nib.

Zart Multi Markers Gold & Silver
PM437 Pkt of 20 ............................$24.50
Opaque ink which is water-based, waterproof 
and low odour. Can be used on paper, card, 
ceramics, glass and plastic. 1.0mm bullet nib.

Basics Gel Pens
PN980-GO  Gold   Pkt of 12 .................$8.50
PN980-SI Silver  Pkt of 12 .................$8.50
Fine point roller gel pens. 0.8mm nib.

White Perma Pen by Zart
PM438 1mm tip  Pkt of 20
PM436 3-4mm tip  Pkt of 10
Permanent Pen White. Use on wood, fabric, 
glass, metal, plastic and ceramics. 

Technical Drawing Pens
PN006-BK Pkt of 5 ............................$6.75
This technical drawing pen set comes with 
one pen in each of the following assorted nib 
sizes: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 & 0.5mm. Having a 
selection of nib sizes will give different strokes 
to a variety of technical drawing applications. 
Black ink. Lightfast, acid-free, fade proof, 
waterproof and non bleeding.

EverZart Permanent Pen Black
PN145     0.7mm tip     Pkt of 20
PM439-BU 1.5-2.5mm tip Pkt of 20
This versatile pen has a sturdy, durable nib and writes on most surfaces 
including paper, carboard, plastic, glass, wood, calico and ceramic. Endless 
uses in the classroom, home or office.

Yoken Markers – Black
PM440-BU   Bullet  Pkt of 12 .............$16.95
PM440-CH   Chisel  Pkt of 12 .............$16.95
Strong aluminium barrel, permanent markers. 
Great for line and pattern work, labels, 
signage, and general purpose marking. Writes 
on most surfaces including paper, carboard, 
plastic, glass, wood, calico and ceramic. 
Endless uses in the classroom, home or office. 
Black waterproof permanent ink.

Yoken Markers – Bullet Assorted
PM445-AS Pkt of 12 .......................$16.95
Strong aluminium barrel, bullet nib, 
permanent markers. Ideal for line and pattern 
work, labels, signage, and general purpose 
marking. Writes on most surfaces including 
paper, carboard, plastic, glass, wood, calico 
and ceramic. Endless uses in the classroom, 
home or office. Instant dry, waterproof 
permanent ink. Xylene free.
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Magnetic Whiteboard – 21 x 25cm
MG015  Each....................................................................$3.20
This double-sided 21cm x 25cm magnetic whiteboard is ideal for 
brainstorming, writing messages, reminders or school work. It is 
also magnetic so notices, photos, and drawings can be added and 
removed. Ideal for use in the classroom, office or home. Magnets 
not included.

Magnetic Whiteboard – A3
MG030 Each ....................................................................$8.50
This double-sided A3 magnetic whiteboard is ideal for 
brainstorming, writing messages, reminders, 'to do' lists or school 
work. It is also magnetic so notices, photos, and drawings can be 
added and removed as you like. Ideal for use in the classroom, 
office or home. Can also be wall mounted using the two attached 
hooks. Magnets not included. 

Charcoal Natural
CR634 Medium 4-5mm Pkt of 25
CR630 Thick 5-7mm       Pkt of 25
Natural willow charcoal sticks enable easy shading from black to very light 
greys. The charcoal provides smooth coverage in soft-medium grade. 
These delicate sticks are great for warm up work. Approximately 135mm 
long. Please note: as this is a natural product the thickness may vary. 

Street Paint Markers by Zart
PM840  Pkt of 24
PMZ841-AS  Pkt of 8
PMZ842-BK  Pkt of 12
PMZ842-WH  Pkt of 12
PMZ842-GO  Pkt of 12
PMZ842-SI  Pkt of 12
Bullet Nib 4mm. Strong paint pigment ink. Excellent opaque 
coverage. Sun Proof & Waterproof. Use on all surfaces: 
cardboard, paper, metal, wood, plastic, glass, fabric, stones.

Charcoal Compressed
CR631 Pkt of 12
Student quality soft charcoal pastels. Great for life drawing, strong lines 
and sketching.
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Kraft Brown Pad
PD010 20.5 x 29.5cm Each
Brown Kraft paper sketchbook with perforated pages. Handy tear out 
pages to keep or give. Ideal for quick sketches, jottings and design briefs. 
80gsm. 48 sheets, 96pp.

Kraft Mini Notebooks
PD320 Pkt of 12
Closed size 7.5 x 7.5cm, 92pp (46 
sheets). The set of 12 books come in 
a sturdy papier mache box. Great for 
gifts. Cover and personalise, create a 
keepsake or use for journaling.

Hard Cover Spiral Diary
PD017 80 sheets (160pp)0
Large double spiral A4 diary with quality drawing paper. Perfect Visual Arts 
diary. The sturdy front and back covers are made of cardboard which is 
covered with a black canvas giving a professional, durable finish. The spiral 
binding ensures the diary lays flat even when full of artwork. 100gsm. 80 
sheets, 160pp.

Soft Cover Sketchbook - A5
PDZ016 Pkt of 5
White cartridge paper with a Kraft cover. Features rounded corners and 
stitching on the spine. 20 sheets per book.

Quality 
drawing 
paper!

Mixed Media Paper Book
PD008 A5 Each
20 pages: Calico x 2 sheets, Burlap x 
2 sheets, White Watercolour Paper x 
8 sheets, White Mill Made Paper x 4 
sheets, Cream Handmade Paper x 4 
sheets.

My Journey Diary
PD025 Each
Felt embossed, soft cover diary 
with a mix of white and brown Kraft 
pages. Some pages are lined, others 
contain patterns and designs to be 
used to prompt artistic expression 
or journaling. Sheets vary between 
100gsm and 120gsm. Closed size 
22cm x 16cm. 50 sheets, 100pp. 
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Display Tack
AA340 Pkt of 75g ����������������������������������������������������������������������� $2.50
A clean, safe and reusable putty-like adhesive for temporary displays. Use 
for displays when pinning is not an option such as on walls and windows. 
Suitable for attaching lightweight objects. Also handy for placing under 
items to prevent them moving on slippery surfaces. Non-toxic.

Laminating Pouches
FO110 A4       Pkt of 100 �������������������������������������������� $9.50
FO111 A3       Pkt of 100 ������������������������������������������ $17.95
Use with a standard laminating machine. Can easily be cut with scissors 
or guillotine once laminated. 

Cardboard Display Stand
CB470 Pkt of 10
Size: 127 x 150mm unfolded. 
Maximum work size A5.

Self-Adhesive Hanging Tabs
ST112 Pkt of 100
Size: 30mm diameter. Self-adhesive non-woven felt cut flower shape with 
brass plating triangle ring. Peel away the protective backing and hang. 
Brand: By Zart.

Cardboard Diorama
BW826 Pkt of 10 ������������������������������$14.95
White corrugated board, 23cm x 20cm x 8cm 
assembled size.

Fishing Line
FS130 0.4mm x 100m
FS120 1mm x 50m
Strong and clear fishing line. Great for hanging 
artwork or fastening items together. 

Wooden Card Holder
BWZ417 Pkt of 10
Size: 15 x 4.6 x 2cm. 3mm thickness of slot. 
Pinewood FSC.

DISPLAYS
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Double-
sided black & 

white!

Double-
sided black & 

white!

Pre-Cut Mini Frames
CB435  Pkt of 40 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� $10.50
These sturdy double sided mountboard pre-cut mini frames are ideal 
for displaying small works. Choose to use either the black or white side. 
Outside Frame 80 x 110mm. Inside Frame 50 x 70mm. 4 frames per 
sheet. Inner cut outs included.

Form-Cut/Mountboard Tags
CB885 Pkt of 30 ������������������������������������������������������������������������� $4.25
Fabulous to use to label displays with the student's name or a 
description relating to the artwork. Handy size with a choice to display 
either the black or white side. Can also be used as a painting tool or for 
construction work. Size: 8.5 x 12.5cm.

Pre-Cut Cardboard Mounts
CB450 270 x 395mm* (Suits A3 Size) Pkt of 10 ������������������ $13.95
CB455 190 x 270mm* (Suits A4 Size) Pkt of 10 ������������������ $10.75
CB460 127 x 185mm* (Suits A5 Size) Pkt of 10 �������������������� $6.15
CB465 85 x 124mm* (Suits A6 Size)   Pkt of 10��������������������� $3.50
Quality double-sided mounts, one side black and the other white - so 
you’ll always have the right choice on hand. Designed to make mounting 
easier and faster. Our range is compatible with true “A” sizes. 

Mountboard Covers
CB430 Pkt of 30 ����������������������������������������������������������������������� $16.95
Heavy card for hand-made book covers. Use either the black or white 
side. Size: 27 x 19cm.

Black Card
CB506 Pkt of 10 ����������������������������������$21.50
A1 size. 400gsm.

Foam Core Board White
CB515-WH A3 Each sheet ����������������� $1.25
CB516      A2 Each sheet ����������������� $2.30
CB517      A1 Each sheet ����������������� $4.15
5mm thick white foam board. Ideal to mount 
photographs and display artworks and 
presentations, or use for construction projects. 
Easily cut with a Precision Knife.

Foam Core Board Adhesive 
Backed White
CB518 813 x 1016mm Each sheet ���� $8.50
CB519 A3 Pkt of 10 �������������������������� $16.00
5mm thick foam core board. Peel away the backing 
sheet to mount artworks with ease to the adhesive 
surface. Ideal to mount photographs and display 
artworks and presentations or using for construction 
projects. Easily cut with a Precision Knife.

Foam Board Total Black
CB522 Each sheet ���������������������������������$3.75
5mm thick A2 board with a black core as well as 
black on both sides. Ideal to mount photographs 
and display artworks and presentations or using for 
construction projects. Easily cut with a Precision 
Knife.

Double-
sided black & 

white!

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST & VALID UNTIL 31ST DECEMBER 2021
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Stencil Sheets – Textures
GR110 Pkt of 8
A4 size, 0.21mm thick plastic stencil sheets with cut out designs for 
printing and rubbings. Place the template underneath drawing paper 
to use as a rubbing plate with Zart drawing blocks, rubbing blocks or 
crayons. Place the template on top of the surface to take a print. These 
stencils can be used for monoprinting with Gel Printing Plates. 8 assorted 
texture designs.

ColourMe Advent Calendars
PA941 Pkt of 10
Size: A3. 300gsm. A two-piece design that includes a printed 
front and a blank backing card.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST & VALID UNTIL 31ST DECEMBER 2021

Classroom Borders - Indigenous Australian Designs
CBZ976 Pkt of 12
Brightly coloured borders by artist Russell Brown. Suitable for classroom 
displays, starting points for art projects & ideal for poster boards. Size: 
8cm x 1m. 2 designs, 6 of each.

Gift Tags
PAZ343 Pkt of 30
Kraft, White, Black x 10 each with matching string. 
Size: 7cm x 11.5cm each tag, 2 Designs.

DISPLAYS
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Plastic Ball with Cut Out Opening
PL052 Pkt of 10
Separates in half so you can fill with decorations, making a unique 
Christmas bauble. The cut out opening allows your design that extra bit 
of animation, or tactile experience. Size: 80mm.

Plastic Baubles Clear
PL050 Pkt of 10
70mm clear plastic baubles. Separates in half so you can fill with different 
colours and textures such as ribbon, pom poms, beads, or decorate and 
embellish the outer surface with permanent markers, paint, glitter and 
glue. Hang in clusters or string individually to make a feature. Make a 
unique classroom display or create a hanging room divider.

New
Design!

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST & VALID UNTIL 31ST DECEMBER 2021

Hanging Signage Boards White & Kraft
CBZ718 Pkt of 10 
One side white & one side kraft (350gsm). Each sign H10cm x W25.5cm. 
10 signs in pack with string.

Kraft Card Pocket Banner 
PAZ344 Each
Kraft House. 5 pockets x 6 rows. Dimensions: 
65 x 40 cm. Pocket Size: 7.5 x 6.5 cm.

DISPLAYS
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Hessian Wall Storage Pockets
TQ731 Each ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $26.00
24 individual storage pockets each measure 18cm wide x 13cm deep. 
Perfect to organise students records, work and materials. Fabric pins up 
easily to display. 120 x 102cm. 

Write 'n' Wipe Whiteboard Markers
PM545 Pkt of 3 �������������������������������������������������������������������������� $3.25
Double-ended bullet tipped whiteboard markers that wipe off easily. An 
eraser on each lid. Xylene free and low odour. Each pen has a magnet 
that adheres to a magnetic whiteboard so they won't be misplaced. 6 
colours including blue, black, red, orange, green & purple.

Magnetic Whiteboard – 21 x 25cm
MG015       Each ��������������������������������������������������������� $3.20
This double-sided 21cm x 25cm magnetic whiteboard is ideal 
for brainstorming, writing messages, reminders, 'to do' lists 
or school work. It is also magnetic so notices, photos, and 
drawings can be added and removed as you like. Ideal for 
use in the classroom, office or home. Magnets not included. 
Remove plastic coating before use. 

Magnetic Whiteboard – A3
MG030 Each �������������������������������������������������������������� $8.50
This double-sided A3 magnetic whiteboard is ideal for 
brainstorming, writing messages, reminders, 'to do' lists 
or school work. It is also magnetic so notices, photos, and 
drawings can be added and removed as you like. Ideal for use 
in the classroom, office or home. Can also be wall mounted 
using the two attached hooks. Magnets not included.

ArtiTeq Info Rail
TQ736 Each ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $37.50
This wall mounted rail is designed to display artwork that can easily 
be changed without damaging the artwork or the wall. The friction 
mechanism means no pins, tapes or clips are needed to hold artwork 
in place. Suitable for  work up to 2mm thick /80gsm. The length can 
be reduced by cutting to size or increased by connecting several rails 
together. 2 end caps are supplied. 10 year warranty.

DISPLAYS
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Cardboard Picture Frame Blanks
CB736 Pkt of 10 ����������������������������������������������������������������������� $15.00
A3 size, 250gsm white cardboard. Printed on one side only. 10 designs 
included in the pack.
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Kinder Squares – Metallic
PA227-GO Gold Pkt of 100 ������������$7.85
PA227-SI    Silver   Pkt of 100 ������������$7.85
Bright metallic on one side, and white paper 
on the other� Great for collage and for giving 
artwork a reflective metallic finish. 250 x 
250mm. 

Bleedproof Paper
PD103 Pad of 50 Sheets
PA500 Ream of 500
A3. 75gsm. FSC.

Adhesive Paper Squares
PA430 Assorted Pkt of 100
PA432 Metallic  Pkt of 100
Take the mess out of collage and design work 
with these self-adhesive assorted coloured 
squares� Easy to use� Ideal for collage work 
without the fiddly use of glues and pastes. 15 
x 15cm.

Paper Circles – Assorted
PA248 Pkt of 500 ������������������������������$9.90
These gloss paper circles come in two sizes 
and ten bright colours� Pre-cut to save 
precious time. Use for display or collage. 
120mm & 180mm diameter circles.

Cartridge Paper Circles White
PAZ362 Pkt of 100
Size: 25cm. 140gsm.

Cartridge Paper Circles Black
PAZ361 Pkt of 100
Size: 25cm. 170gsm.

Kraft Paper Circles
PAZ363 Pkt of 100
Size: 25cm. 170gsm.

CLASSROOM PAPER
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Basics – Classroom Paper Pack
PA219 Assorted Pkt of 400 �������������$11.25
Brighten up classroom displays with this 
assortment of shapes pre-cut for your 
convenience. The pack includes 200 kinder 
squares, 100 paper circles, and 100 paper 
triangles in a variety of colours. 400 sheets.

Includes 
paper skills 
techniques!

Stripz Assorted
PA911 Pkt of 500 ������������������������������$3.85
Ideal for paper construction and collage these 
assorted coloured paper strips come in  
15 bright colours. 4cm x 42cm.

Great for 
classroom 
displays!
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Cardboard Mosaic Squares 
Giant
CB830 Pkt of 4000
Cut from stiff card these 2cm double-sided 
cardboard squares come in a variety of 
assorted colours. Instant colour for decorating 
within a drawn outline or cut-out� Ideal for 
younger children to create colourful mosaic 
designs� Pre-cut for your convenience� 

Corrugated Natural Card
CB130 Pkt of 20
A4 natural assorted corrugated cardboard 
sheets. 4 different corrugated textured 
surfaces x 5 of each. Corrugations that 
are straight, thick, thin, wavy, vertical and 
horizontal� This natural cardboard range is 
ideal for construction, collage, rubbings and 
numerous craft activities.

Corrugated Strips 
CB197 Coloured    Pkt of 56 
CB198 Metallic Asst Pkt of 56
Great to use in construction, for cardmaking 
and collage. Strip Size: 13mm x 50cm. 
Coloured pack has 8 Assorted Colours. 
Metallic pack has 6 Assorted Colours.

Corrugated Card – Metallic
CB132 Pkt of 10
An assortment of high gloss metallic finishes. 
Great for cardmaking or collage work�  
Size 25 x 35xm.

Cardboard Mosaics Round
CB770 Pkt of 1000
220gsm cardboard. Flat pack on A4 sheets. 
Mosaic sizes: 15mm & 20mm assortment. 10 
Bright assorted colours on one side, and black 
on the reverse. Matte surface.

Classroom Drawing Paper
PAZ331 NEW Pkt of 100
100 Sheets. A4 size. 140gsm. 

All Purpose Classroom Paper
PAZ332 NEW Pkt of 100
100 Sheets. A4 size. 140gsm. 

Paper Roll 30cm x 22m 70gsm
PAZ327 NEW Pkt of 4
Sturdy Paper Roll Wooden Dispenser. Includes one 22m roll of paper. 

Paper Roll Wooden Dispenser with Roll
PAZ328 NEW Pkt of XX
East to cut, glue and fold. Size W30cm x length 22m 70gsm

new new
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Mosaic Squares – Metallic
CB836 Pkt of 5000
Sturdy cardboard mosaic squares in an 
assortment of metallic colours� Instant colour 
for decorating within a drawn outline or cut-
out� Pre-cut for your convenience� Two sizes; 
1cm & 2cm.
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Handmade Pattern Paper - Christmas Shapes
PA724 100g �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $7.95
Christmas colours and designs. These shapes will help you make beautiful 
Christmas cards for friends and family. Size: Approx. 5 - 12.5cm.

DECORATIVE PAPER
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Handmade Paper – Warm
PA717-WA Pkt of 20 ������������������������������������������������������������������ $8.25
A4 sheets of beautifully designed paper.

Handmade Paper – Cool
PA717-CO Pkt of 20 ������������������������������������������������������������������� $8.25
A4 sheets of beautifully designed paper.

Handmade Paper – Christmas
PA717-CH Pkt of 20 ������������������������������������������������������������������� $8.25
A4 sheets of beautifully designed paper.

Handmade Decorative Paper
PA718 Pkt of 50 �����������������������������������������������������������������������$10.95
15 x 15cm sheets of beautifully designed handmade paper. An 
assortment of patterns and colours ideal for cardmaking, paper craft and 
origami�

Beautiful 
selection of 

papers!

Handmade Collage Shapes
PA719 Pkt of 500g ��������������������������������������������������������������������� $5.00
Beautifully designed handmade paper cut into assorted shapes and 
sizes. Ideal for collage. Sizes range from 3cm to 10cm. Paper colours and 
patterns may vary.

Value 
pack!
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Handmade Paper Strips
PA722 100g
Includes approx. 200 strips, each measuring approx. 10-14mm x 297-
300mm in a variety of colours and paper patterns.

Metallic Ripple Paper
PA167 Pkt of 40
A4 foil paper with a textured ripple finish. Comes in 8 assorted bold 
colours. 5 sheets of each colour. Easy to glue with a paper backing. Adds 
a shimmer to your artwork. Ideal for cardmaking. 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST & VALID UNTIL 31ST DECEMBER 2021

Handmade Paper Stars Xmas Colours
PAZ726 Pkt of 100
5 point star, 10cm diameter. Gold, silver, red & green.

DECORATIVE PAPER
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Handmade Pattern Paper - Australian Animal Shapes
PA725 Pkt of 100g
14 shape designs. Assorted Sizes: 4 - 9cm.
Brand: By Zart.

Rice Paper Assorted
PA810 Pkt of 10
Rice paper sheets in assorted floral designs. Excellent for decoupage, 
collage or LOTE projects. Patterns may vary from time to time.  
Sheet size: 50 x 75cm.
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Metallic Pearl Foil Paper
PA171 Pkt of 40
A4 pearl foil paper with a textured metallic finish. Comes in 5 assorted 
pearly colours. 8 sheets of each colour. Easy to glue with a paper backing. 
Adds a shimmer to your artwork. Ideal for cardmaking. 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST & VALID UNTIL 31ST DECEMBER 2021
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Crepe Paper
PA265-AS Pkt of 12
Assorted coloured crepe paper. Comes in 12 different colours. Great for 
collage. Fold it, twist it, stretch it and stick it. 60cm x 2.3m each. 

Rice Paper Unryu Roll
PA830 Each roll
This white rice paper has swirling threads throughout. As it comes in a 
roll it can be cut to the required size; from long banners, A4 sheets or 
square artworks. Ideal for printmaking and LOTE projects. 28cm wide x 
17.8 metre roll.

Cello Iridescent
PA258 Roll
Iridescent sheen, see-through paper. Ideal for making decorations.  
50cm wide x 10m roll.

Cellophane – Assorted
PA251-AS Pkt of 20
75 x 100cm. Blue, yellow, green, red and clear sheets. 
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Skin Tone Craft Paper
PA297 Pkt of 48
Assorted skin tone coloured craft paper. Comes in 8 different colours, 6 
of each. Use for making portraits or figures to dress or colour-in. Great 
for landscape pictures, aerial maps, collage and cardmaking. Sheet size: 
21.5 x 28cm. 

Adhesive Foil Industrial Look
PA435 Pkt of 20
These A4 textured, self-adhesive silver foil sheets come in 5 industrial 
look designs. Cut and stick without the need for glue, simply peel off the 
paper backing. Will stick to most papers, card and foils. Use to decorate 
constructions, and for collage and cardmaking. 4 of each design.

Metallic Scales Paper
PA266 Pkt of 40
A4 bright metallic paper with an embossed scale pattern. Comes in 8 
assorted bold colours. 5 sheets of each colour. Easy to glue with a paper 
backing. Adds texture and colour to your artwork. 
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Artist Residence

40 x A4 Sheets
8 x Designs

Art Activities 

Artist Residence

40 x A4 Sheets40 x A4 Sheets
8 x Designss

Art Activities Art Activities 
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Mim’s Story
I live near the bush.
Each morning and evening a large mob of kangaroos 
come down from Mt Riddle on to our paddocks. One day 
we noticed a mother kangaroo and a baby joey near the 
dam. The mother looked very ill and couldn’t hop too 
well. The joey stayed close by its mother. We phoned 
the vet at the Healesville Sanctuary. The vet had a 
tranquilizing dart gun. It took a long time but he ‘darted’ 
the joey first and then the mother and wrapped them 
in blankets and took them to hospital. 

ManKangaroo 
tracks

Kangaroo
Lying downDart gun

1. On a scrap piece of paper create some symbols 

in the style of Aboriginal Australian artists that 

might be included in the story.

2. Use the Aboriginal Australian Design 

Papers either as a background or cut up and 

incorporated into a painted background with the 

symbols created to tell your story.

This packet of six unique background papers provide 
you with a beginning to tell your story. Choose a 

background that you relate to and use the pattern 
paper or your own drawn symbols to visually record 

your journey or story.

Activity

Aboriginal Aboriginal AustralianAustralian
Design PapersDesign Papers

About the Artist:
Peter Mackay "Judda" lives in Melbourne with 
his partner and fi ve young children. He is a 
member of the Baranbinja peoples, from the 
Riverine region in New South Wales. He works 
in schools sharing his skills in painting, dancing 
and playing the didgeridoo. He is passionate 
about sharing his culture with young children 
and believes that to understand Aboriginal art 
you need to understand Aboriginal culture. It 
is through storytelling that this culture can be 
shared with others. He encourages students 
to tell their story in the style of Aboriginal 
Australian Artists and hopes through this pack 
they will have the confi dence to create through 
their own symbols a story worth recording. 
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My story... Peter Mackay "Judda"
Aboriginal artist, Peter Mackay tells 
his story here through traditional 
and non-traditional designs. Use his 
background paintings to create your own 
stories while discovering story telling in 
other cultures.

Aboriginal Aboriginal Australian Australian 
Design PapersDesign Papers
by Peter Mackay "Judda"
Create your own story 
through visual art! 
8 Full colour paper designs ideal for starting points, backgrounds and collage. 

Artist Residence

40 x A4 Sheets40 x A4 Sheets
8 x 8 x DesignsDesigns

Art Activities Art Activities 

A4

Artist Residence

40 x A4 Sheets
8 x Designs

Art Activities 
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Zart Education recommends teachers and schools work in consultation with their 
local Aboriginal communities (start locally and extend out geographically) when 
designing teaching and learning activities. Art and craft products are intended as 
a starting point for meaningful making and responding lessons; and discussions 
within this context should enrich student understanding whilst acknowledging, 
respecting and valuing Aboriginal identities and cultural expressions. Any art making 
tasks that replicate Aboriginal cultural expressions must be done in consultation 
with the appropriate Aboriginal people (owners of that cultural property).
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you need to understand Aboriginal culture. It 
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My story... Peter Mackay "Judda"
Aboriginal artist, Peter Mackay tells 
his story here through traditional 
and non-traditional designs. Use his 
background paintings to create your own 
stories while discovering story telling in 
other cultures.

Aboriginal Aboriginal Australian Australian 
Design PapersDesign Papers
by Peter Mackay "Judda"
Create your own story 
through visual art! 
8 Full colour paper designs ideal for starting points, backgrounds and collage. 
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Artist Residence

40 x A4 Sheets
8 x Designs

Art Activities 

l f b

Zart Education recommends teachers and schools work in consultation with their 
local Aboriginal communities (start locally and extend out geographically) when 
designing teaching and learning activities. Art and craft products are intended as 
a starting point for meaningful making and responding lessons; and discussions 
within this context should enrich student understanding whilst acknowledging, 
respecting and valuing Aboriginal identities and cultural expressions. Any art making 
tasks that replicate Aboriginal cultural expressions must be done in consultation 
with the appropriate Aboriginal people (owners of that cultural property).

The Creative School Supply Company recommends teachers and schools work in consultation with their local Aboriginal Communities (start locally and extend out geographically) when 
designing teaching and learning activities. Art and craft products are intended as a starting point for meaningful making and responding lessons; and discussions within this context should 
enrich student understanding whilst acknowledging, respecting and valuing Aboriginal identities and cultural expressions. Any art making tasks that replicate Aboriginal cultural expressions 
must be done in consultation with the appropriate Aboriginal people (owners of that cultural property).

Aboriginal Australian Paper
PA910 Pkt of 40
8 full colour Aboriginal A4 designs painted by Australian artist Peter 
Judda Mackay using traditional and non-traditional designs. Also includes 
teachers notes. 

Activities 
included!

Pattern Paper – Plant
PA964 Pkt of 40
A4 Australian native plant pattern, full colour, glossy paper. 8 assorted prints. 
Great for collage, backgrounds and paper construction. Suitable for decoration 
and looking into the Australian environment. Made in Australia.

Pattern Papers – Contemporary Australian Indigenous
PAZ901 Pkt of 40
These papers feature the work of Palm Island Bwgcolman artist Agnes Wotton, 
and artist Jo Wilson who is a descendant of the Ngunnawal people (Canberra & 
surrounding NSW). This pack includes 8 designs, A4 size sheets. 

Activities 
included!
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Floral Motive Decorative Paper
PA843 Pkt of 40 ....................................................................... $10.50
A4 brightly coloured floral inspired organic and geometric patterns. 
Great for decoration, collage, backgrounds and paper construction.  
Ideal for a variety of craft projects: create costumes, make jewellery or 
print on them with black printing ink giving a stunning background. 
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Christmas Kraft Paper
PA889 Pkt of 40 ......................................................................... $9.25
A natural brown kraft paper printed in festive Christmas designs. 5 
designs in assorted colours, 8 of each. Great for decoration, collage, 
backgrounds and paper construction. A collage paper of quality like no 
other! Cut or tear for varying effects. Sheet size: 22 x 26cm. 

Glitter Paper – Christmas
PA930 Pkt of 40 ....................................................................... $12.95
A4 natural brown kraft paper printed with glitter infused Christmas designs. 
8 designs in assorted colours, 5 of each. Great for decoration, collage, 
backgrounds and paper construction. Cut or tear for varying effects. 

Printed Foil Kraft Paper
PA914 Pkt of 40
Metallic foil designs printed on A4 natural brown kraft paper. 10 designs 
in assorted colours, 4 of each. Great for decoration, collage, backgrounds 
and paper construction. Cut or tear for varying effects.
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Pattern Paper A4 40s Environment
PAZ927 NEW Pkt of 40
Eight designs (5 of each). 80gsm

Pattern Paper – Arty
PA923 Pkt of 40
80gsm glossy paper, FSC. 
Eight A4 assorted designs.

Pattern Paper – Contrast
PA922 Pkt of 40 ......................................................................... $9.95
80gsm glossy paper, FSC. Eight A4 assorted designs.

Pattern Paper – Building
PA921 Pkt of 40 ......................................................................... $9.95
80gsm glossy paper, FSC. Eight A4 assorted designs.
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Pattern Papers Foliage
PA931 Pkt of 40 ....................................................................... $10.50
8 assorted plant and leaf designs. 80gsm Gloss Coated Paper. Made using 
FSC paper. Size A4.

Pattern Papers Impressionist
PA932 Pkt of 40 ....................................................................... $10.50
8 assorted impressionist inspired designs. 80gsm Gloss Coated Paper. 
Made using FSC paper. Size A4.

Pattern Papers Elements
PA933 Pkt of 40 ....................................................................... $10.50
8 assorted stone and elements designs. 80gsm Gloss Coated Paper.  
Made using FSC paper. Size A4.

PATTERN PAPER
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Face Pack Paper
PA969 Pkt of 40 ....................................................................... $14.25
8 assorted sheets with eyes, ears, noses and mouths. 5 sheets of each 
design. A3 sheets ideal for collage and decoration.

Pattern Paper – Animal
PA960 Pkt of 40 ......................................................................... $9.95
8 assorted wild animal designs. A4 size sheets that can be used for 
collage and decoration.  

Bark Pattern Paper
NP050 Pkt of 40 ....................................................................... $14.50
8 assorted bark paper designs. A3 paper ideal to use for collage, printing 
and displays. 

Activities 
included!
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Bulk 
class value!

Tissue Paper Bulk
PA224-AS Pkt of 240 ������������������������������������������������������������������$20.00
These brightly coloured tissue papers come in 24 assorted colours, 10 of 
each colour. Ideal for collage projects, decoration and displays. Cut or tear 
for varying effects. 50 x 75cm sheets.

Basics – Tissue Paper Pack
PA249 Pkt of 1000 ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $11.95
Ideal for collage projects this assortment of tissue paper circles, triangles and squares 
are all pre-cut for your convenience. Assorted colours and animal prints. Included in this 
pack of assorted shapes & sizes: 150 large tissue squares, 300 small tissue squares, 300 
tissue circles and 250 tissue triangles. Also great to use for displays and project work.

Tissue Paper
PA220-AS  25 x 38cm  Pkt of 100
PA222        50 x 75cm  Pkt of 100
This quality, brightly coloured tissue paper comes in 10 assorted colours, 10 
sheets of each colour. Ideal for collage projects, decoration and displays. Cut 
or tear for varying effects. Colours include white, brown, red, aqua, green, 
yellow, orange, purple, blue and black.

Basics – Tissue Squares
PA243-SQ Pkt of 4600
10cm tissue paper squares in assorted bright colours. Ideal for collage 
projects, decoration and displays. Cut or tear for varying effects. Colours 
may vary from time to time.

Basics – Tissue Circles
PA243-CI Pkt of 4600
10cm tissue paper circles in assorted bright colours. Ideal for collage 
projects, decoration and displays. Cut or tear for varying effects. Colours 
may vary from time to time.
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Cards & Envelopes – White
CB822 Pkt of 20
Quality white blank cards with envelopes. Decorate using collage, 
drawing and painting to make unique cards for every occasion. Even add 
a photo to personalise. Folded size 12 x 17cm.

Christmas Cards & Felt Kit
KIT011 Each Kit
Kit includes 30 quality white cards 12 x 17cm folded. Decorate cards 
using Christmas felt shapes, 200 included in the pack; bells, boots, 
Santa's, sleighs and stars approx. 1-8cm. Envelopes not included.

Kraft Cards & Envelopes
PA307 Pkt of 20
120mm x 170mm (folded size) kraft paper card and envelopes in a packet 
of 20 that are ready to be decorated.

Pop-Up Cards – Reindeer
CB741 Pkt of 10
148mm x 105mm (folded) white cards.

CARDMAKING
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Activities 
included!

Scratch Greeting Cards
SA031 Pkt of 30
These greeting cards have a black coating over rainbow paper. Scratch 
your design onto the outside of the card to reveal the colours, write your 
greeting on the blank white inside. Scratch tools included. Cards 12 x 
17cm folded size.

P: 03 9890 1867 F: 03 9898 6527   © The Creative School Supply Company 2020

Cards & Envelopes – Square
CB817 Pkt of 10
Quality square white blank cards with envelopes. Decorate using collage, 
drawing and painting to make unique cards for every occasion. Even add 
a photo to personalise. Folded size 14 x 14cm.

Cards & Envelopes – Christmas Cut-Outs
CB892 Pkt of 30
Frame your artwork in these blank three-fold Christmas greeting cards 
with cut-out Christmas symbols. Three cut-out designs; stars, baubles, 
and ornaments. Envelopes included. Folded size 12 x 17cm.

Decorate 
with a range 

of media!

Fold-Out Journals
PD200 Pkt of 10
Personalise your own book or create a display using these pre-made 
blank fold-out journals. 8 concertina white paper pages with black card 
front and back covers. 250gsm. Measures 13 x 19cm closed.

CARDMAKING
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Rocking Christmas Cards
CB721 Pkt of 12
Make your own unique Christmas cards this 
year. Six designs included in the pack: stars, 
bells, trees, gingerbread men, presents and 
reindeer. Size: 16.5cm diameter. 350gsm.

Stitching Cards
CB271 Pkt of 10
Pre-drilled white square cards. 
Large 3mm holes suit tapestry 
and chenille needles. Card 
Size: 16 x 16cm (closed size). 

Christmas Cut-Out  
Threading Cards
CB747 Pkt of 10
2 designs x 5 each, bauble and 
tree designs, 170mm x 120mm 
(folded).

CARDMAKING
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Cardboard Coasters
CB410 Pkt of 30 �����������������������������$6.50
Sturdy cardboard coasters ready to 
decorate� Double-sided; black one side, 
white on the other� 85 x 85mm�

Cardboard Matchboxes
CB841 Pkt of 10 �������������������������$2.25
These pre-cut cardboard matchboxes 
come flat and ready to assembly. Ideal to 
decorate and for construction projects. 
5cm x 3�5cm x 1�5cm (deep)�

Cardboard Diorama
BW826 Pkt of 10 �������������������������� $14.95
White corrugated board, 23cm x 20cm x 
8cm assembled size�

Kraft Weaving Hanger Shapes
CB748 Pkt of 12
800gsm kraft cardboard. 4 shapes x 3 pieces each. Size approx. 14.3cm to 
17.3cm. Threading holes are 4mm diameter. Use an assortment of yarns 
and threads to make your pattern.
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Cardboard Lanterns
CB160 Pkt of 32 ���������������������������$15.00
16cm pre-cut paper lanterns ready to 
decorate and assemble� Each side of the 
lantern has a different cut out shape; Moon, 
Sun, Butterfly and Bee. Ideal to string up 
and brighten the classroom or give as a gift. 

Cardboard 3D Trees
CB887 Pkt of 30
This 3D cardboard, free 
standing, ornament tree is 
made by simply pressing 
out the pre-cut shape, 
decorating it flat before 
opening it out to display�  
2 different designs. 20cm 
high. Includes activity sheet.

Cardboard Circle 
Base
CB896 Pkt of 30
A sturdy cardboard ring 
(19cm) with inner circle 
(10cm) that can be used as 
a starting point for many 
creative artworks. Pack of 
30 of each: the ring and 
inner circle�

Card Squares – 
White
CB220 Pkt of 100 ���$6.75
20 x 20cm� 300gsm�

Activities 
included!

Cardboard Stained Glass Frames
CB935 A4 Pkt of 20 sheets ��������� $10.95
Black cardboard stained glass press out 
frames that can be cut down into halves or 
quarters� Overlay the frames over colourful 
decorative backgrounds for stunning effects. 
40 templates provided (2 per A4 sheet).
 

Activities 
included!

Laser Cuts
CB122 Pkt of 10 ������������������������������������������������������������������������� $8.25
A4 intricate geometric cut papers. 5 designs x 2 of each. Use in 
cardmaking and collage� Also great for stencilling and rubbing work� 
Paper can be cut to shape, painted and coloured.

Giant Lantern Kit
CB161 Pkt of 16
Colour: Black� Assorted Designs� 
Coloured Tissue Paper and Instructions 
included� Brand: By Zart�
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Cardboard Christmas Finger Puppet
PAZ727 Pkt of 30
2 designs. Width: 9-10.9cm. Height 13.4cm. 2cm diameter circle 
(finger size).
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Cardboard Bon Bons
CB856 Pkt of 10 �����������������������������$7.75
Made from quality white pasteboard. 18cm 
long pre-cut Bon Bons ready to decorate and 
assemble� 

Cardboard Hanging Ornaments
CB934 Pkt of 40 �������������������������� $10.95
Pre-cut press out shape ready to decorate 
flat before opening out to a hanging 
ornament. 14.5cm height. 1 design. 

Activities 
included!

Cardboard Spinning Tops
CB911 Pkt of 30 �����������������������������$7.50
Decorate before assembling� 50mm 
diameter� 

Cardboard Baubles/Medals
CB858 Pkt of 30 ����������������������������� $5.95
Pre-cut bauble shape with drill hole for 
hanging, made from quality screenboard� 
7cm diameter. Decorate with a multitude 
of collage materials to make medallions or 
Christmas ornaments�

Cardboard Mural Jigsaw
CB780 ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $29.95
98 x 175cm giant jigsaw for collaborative work, 27 pieces. Each piece  
19 x 32cm approx� 1�2mm thick (800gsm)�

27 
piece 

puzzle!
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Cardboard Weaving Looms
CB867 Pkt of 10
Weaving base made from quality pasteboard� 
Pre-notched and ready to use to weave 
imaginative designs with wool and other 
fibres. 12 x 15cm.

Cardboard Weaving Trees
CB810 Pkt of 10
Tree shaped high quality, sturdy 
screenboard. Ideal weaving frame with 
holes pre-drilled around the border� 
Suitable for a young child to decorate 
whilst developing weaving and sewing 
skills� 16�5 x 21�5cm high� 

Cardboard Weaving Bases
CB811 Pkt of 10
Weaving base made from sturdy 
pasteboard� Easily create a woven bowl or 
nest shape using wool, ribbon, straw and 
raffia. 175mm diameter. 

Cardboard Weaving Looms – Aussie Animal
CB921 Aussie Animals Pkt of 12
2 assorted designs, koala and bird. Size: A6. Made from sturdy 1.2mm 
thick white cardboard. A great weaving activity!

Cardboard Weaving Looms – Xmas Baubles
CB922 Xmas Baubles Pkt of 12
2 assorted bauble designs. Size: A6. Made from sturdy 1.2mm thick 
white cardboard. A great weaving activity!
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Cardboard Rings & Circles
CB852 Pkt of 50 of each
A sturdy cardboard ring (11cm) with inner 
circle (8cm) that can be used as a starting 
point for many creative artworks such as 
mobiles, hanging decorations and mini 
wreaths. Pack of 50 of each: the ring and 
inner circle� 

Activities 
included!

Cardboard Weaving Maths 
Baubles
CB906 Pkt of 24
9�5cm diameter cardboard baubles for 
weaving. Includes teachers notes. Six 
different colours (4 of each).

Pre-cut Cardboard House
CB924Z Pkt of 10
300gsm White Ivory cardboard. 
Size: 182mm x 300mm (flat, before 
assembly). Brand: Project Starters.

Cardboard 3D Baubles
CB724 Pkt of 10
Fill the home or classroom with festive 
cheer with these 3D baubles. Decorate flat, 
then fold up the sides and tie the top with 
string� Size: 20�3 x 23�8cm� 350gsm�

Cardboard Standing Christmas Characters
CB923 Pkt of 12
350gsm cardboard� 3 assorted designs, Santa, reindeer & angel�  
Size: approx. 21cm tall. A fun Christmas decoration activity. 

Stitched  Kraft  
Christmas Ornaments
 PAZ342 Pkt of 10
Stitched Christmas Ornament made from kraft card and filled with 
polyfill. Kraft paper 120gsm. 5 Designs. Tree (round edges), Stocking, Star, 
Bauble, Bell�
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Cardboard Fold-Up Face Mask
CB871 Pkt of 40
These fold up face masks are made from 
quality pasteboard and make a great 
starting point for mask making. Decorate 
flat and then assemble. Ideal for use in 
parades or theatre arts� 21cm wide�

Cardboard Eye Masks
FA120 Pkt of 50
Pre-cut press out quality pasteboard eye 
masks. Elastic included. Decorate with 
markers, feathers, glitter or textiles. Can 
also be used as a stencil template� 
Approx� 15cm wide� 

Cardboard Puppet Dolls
CB844 Pkt of 10 �������������������������� $10.00
Quality pasteboard pre-cut body parts 
ready to press out and decorate before 
assembling with the fasteners provided� 
Create fun puppet people with moving 
arms and legs� 22cm high� 

Activities 
included!

Japanese Carp Windsock
PA287 Pkt of 24
These pre-cut diffusing paper shapes are 
ideal to decorate with inks, food dye, paint 
and markers. Create imaginative windsocks. 
Perfect as an art activity or in cultural 
studies. 42cm long.

Cardboard Templates
CBZ771 NEW Pkt of XX
Cardboard Mural Base is more than just 
a blank canvas. It’s a tool for creativity, 
collaboration and learning. White Cardboard 
1�2mm thick� Segment size: length 50cm�

Match Box Large 5s
CBZ971 NEW Pkt of 5
These Large Empty Matchboxes are perfect for 
decoupage, painting, drawing, and collage. 300gsm 
white cardstock. 11 x 6.5 x 2cm (assembled). Pack of 5.

Cardboard Boomerangs
CB851 Pkt of 60 ����������������������������� $6.95
Sturdy cardboard pre-cut boomerangs made 
from quality pasteboard, ready to decorate 
or use as a template to trace around� Good 
drawing surface for most media� 3 Large and 
3 small per sheet� 26cm & 13cm�

The Creative School Supply Company recommends teachers 
and schools work in consultation with their local Aboriginal 
Communities (start locally and extend out geographically) 
when designing teaching and learning activities. Art and craft 
products are intended as a starting point for meaningful making 
and responding lessons; and discussions within this context 
should enrich student understanding whilst acknowledging, 
respecting and valuing Aboriginal identities and cultural 
expressions. Any art making tasks that replicate Aboriginal 
cultural expressions must be done in consultation with the 
appropriate Aboriginal people (owners of that cultural property).

new

new
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ColourMe Advent Calendars
PA941 Pkt of 10
Size: A3� 300gsm� A two-piece design that includes 
a printed front and a blank backing card�

ColourMe Wreath
CB725 Pkt of 10
A great mindfulness activity that results in a 
festive display piece. 10 patterns. Size: 30cm 
with 10�7cm centre cut-out� 300gsm�

Colour-Me Australian Animals
CB728Z Pkt of 21
300gsm White Ivory Cardboard. 7 Designs x 3 Each. Printed on one side 
only� Size: 8cm (platypus)  - 15cm (kangaroo) height�  
Brand: Project Starters.

Colour-Me Sea Creatures
CB729Z Pkt of 24
300gsm White Ivory Cardboard. 8 Designs x 3 Each. Printed on one  side 
only. Size: 8.5cm (fish) – 15cm (seahorse) height. Brand: Project Starters.

ColourMe Bookmarks
CB723 Pkt of 10
Size: 6 x 21cm� 300gsm� 5 designs�  
A great mindfulness activity.
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Cardboard Jigsaws
CB808 Pkt of 20
Quality sturdy screenboard with pre-cut 
puzzle pieces in a frame� Decorate by 
drawing directly onto the jigsaw and create 
your own unique interlocking design� 18 x 
22cm when complete�
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Patty Pans Mini Metallic
PA014 Pkt of 100
Assorted metallic foil, mini patty pans. Ideal for threading, collage and 
themed craft activities throughout the year. Decorate, cut, fold or glue. 
Base size 22.5mm. 4 assorted colours.

Patty Pans Mini Assorted
PA013 Pkt of 1000
Assorted coloured, uncoated, mini paper patty pans. Ideal for collage and 
craft activities. Decorate with markers, pencils, crayons or paint, cut, fold or 
glue. Base size 27.5mm. 

Patty Pans Assorted
PA016 Pkt of 1000
Assorted coloured, uncoated, paper patty pans. Ideal for collage and 
craft activities. Decorate with markers, pencils, crayons or paint, cut, fold 
or glue. Base size 32.5mm. 

Patty Pans White
PA015 Pkt of 1000
White uncoated paper patty pans. Ideal for collage and craft activities. 
Decorate with markers, pencils, crayons or paint, cut, fold or glue. Base 
size: 32mm.

Paper Bags with Handle Small
PA036-SM Pkt of 10
Small 26 x 16cm brown bags with 10cm handles and 7cm gusset. Ready 
to decorate. Ideal to use for gift giving. 

Paper Bags with Handle Medium
PA036-ME Pkt of 10
Medium 33 x 25.5cm brown bags with 10cm handles and 12.5cm gusset. 
Ready to decorate. Ideal to use for gift giving. 
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Paper Plates – White
PA021 15cm Pkt of 50
PA040 18cm Pkt of 50
PA020 23cm Pkt of 50
White uncoated paper plates. Ideal for decorative craft, mask making and 
construction. Use as a disposable paint or paste palette. 

Paper Plates – Metallic
PA042 Pkt of 60
These disposable metallic paper plates come in gold, silver and 
holographic silver. Great for construction or mask making with a metallic 
finish. 9.5cm diameter.

Paper Plates – Assorted Colours
PA045 18cm Pkt of 50
PA049 23cm Pkt of 50
These glossy, brightly coloured and disposable paper plates are fabulous 
to use in craft activities. Ideal as a starting point for construction or mask 
making. Cut, fold or paste. 

Doyleys Coloured
PA012 Pkt of 100
Paper doyleys in 5 assorted colours. Great for decorative craft, collage 
and construction. Can be drawn or painted on, or used for stencilling and 
clay embossing. 16.5cm Diameter.

Kraft Card Mobiles
CB929 Pkt of 10
Two piece self-assembly mobile, slot the pieces together so that design 
interlocks. Use fishing line or yarn to hang ornaments from mobile, and 
use reinforcement option when hanging heavier items. Size 21 x 5cm. 
600gsm kraft card.
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Paper Fans
FN002 22cm Pkt of 10
These paper fans can be decorated with coloured papers, inks, marbling, 
pastels and marker pens. Add a tassel to give it the finishing touch.  
22cm long. 

Pre-Cut Paper Coloured
PA312 Heads 24 x 20cm    Pkt of 50 
PA313 Hands 17 x 17.5cm Pkt of 50
6 assorted colours: yellow, bright green, bright 
blue, pink, mauve, orange. 120gsm. FSC.

Paper Shapes
PA232 Dolls 27cm high   Pkt of 50
PA233 Faces 17cm high  Pkt of 50
PA234 Hands 12cm high Pkt of 50
6 assorted skin colours ready to decorate using 
pastels, markers, crayons, paint, coloured 
papers and fabrics. Perfect for working on a unit 
"about me". 

While
 stocks last!

Handmade Paper Eggs10s
PAZ074 NEW Pkt of 10
These handmade paper balls are a sustainable and eco-friendly alternative 
to polystyrene. Made from recycled cotton fibre, they're lightweight and 
can be easily cut or poked into. 65mm diameter. 70mm x 50mm.

Handmade Paper Balls 10s
PAZ073 NEW Pkt of 10
These handmade paper balls are a sustainable and eco-friendly alternative 
to polystyrene. Made from recycled cotton fibre, they're lightweight and 
can be easily cut or poked into. 65mm diameter. 

Ready to Go Painting Paper By Zart A4s 20s
PAZ089 NEW Pkt of 20
Ready to Go Painting Paper is the perfect time saver for busy classrooms 
and teachers! This innovative watercolour paper solution includes a paint 
palette that’s loaded with six high quality, intermixable, semi-moist paint 
colours. A4 size. 190gsm Watercolour Card, white.

new

new

new

Pre-Cut Shapes Coloured 
PA316 People Pkt of 48
Colour paper 120-125 gsm, FSC. 6 Assorted 
Colours. Brand: Project Starters. Bird: 3 assorted 
shapes, approx. size 16cm to 24cm. People: 2 
assorted shapes, approx. size 21cm x 11cm.
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Pre-cut Christmas Shapes
PAZ317 Pkt of 60
3 assorted colours, Red, Green, & White. 3 
Designs, 20 x Tree, 20 x Stocking, 20 x Star. 
Colour paper 120-125 gsm, FSC. Brand: 
Project Starters.

Pre-cut Leaf Shapes
PAZ318 Pkt of 60
5 assorted colours: Turquoise, Emerald Green, 
Lime, Sunshine, Orange. 4 Designs x 15 pieces. 
Colour paper 120-125 gsm, FSC. Brand: 
Project Starters.
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Collagami Craft Paper
PA272 Pkt of 200
Coloured craft paper, ideal for origami or decorative projects. 100 sheets 
are coloured one side and white on the other, and 100 sheets are a 
different colour on each side. 15 x 15cm. 10 assorted colours.

Origami Paper – Plain
PA278 Pkt of 100
Two-toned double sided paper squares in 10 colour combinations. 
Comes in a sturdy plastic reusable case. 15 x 15cm. 60gsm.

Quilling
PA01-04 Paper Pkt of 2500
10 bright colours to use with quilling tools to create decorative effects on 
cards and other ornamental work. 4mm wide x 21cm long paper strips.

PA02   Tools  Pkt of 50
5.5cm long durable plastic quilling tools. Ideal for young hands, the specially 
notched tool is easy to use for twirling quilling paper strips. 10mm slot. 

Origami Paper – Patterned
PA277 Pkt of 300
30 assorted designs. Each sheet includes a colourful pattern on one side 
with a solid plain colour on the other. Patterns include stars, dots and 
hearts. Comes in a sturdy plastic reusable case. 15 x 15cm. 60gsm. 

Paper Raffia – Assorted
CQ038 Assorted Pkt of 10
10 assorted rolls of raffia, 3cm x 10m  
each roll.
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Colour Diffusing Leaves
PA285 Pkt of 80
White porous paper leaf shapes that disperse dyes well. Squirt, spray or 
splatter food dye to create numerous effects. 4 leaf shapes included.

Colour Dispersing Paper
PA286 Pkt of 50
White fabric-like diffusing paper with great texture. Spray Food Dye or 
ink over paper and watch the colours flow and blend. 23 x 30cm sheets.

Sunprint Kit
PA907 Pkt of 15
Link art with science and make photographic type prints using sun and 
water. Create perfect white images on this blue sun sensitive paper using 
leaves, flowers, coins, and other objects. Leave in the sun for 3-7 minutes 
then soak in tap water for 2 minutes to reveal your creation. A thick 
acetate sheet is included to lay over the top of paper to stop it moving. 
20 x 30cm. 

Sun Sensitive Paper
PA891 Pkt of 15
Refill Kit. Link art with science and make photographic type prints using 
sun and water. Create perfect white images on this blue sun sensitive 
paper using leaves, flowers, coins, and other objects. Leave in the sun for 
3-7 minutes then soak in tap water for 2 minutes to reveal your creation. 
20 x 30cm. 

Mineral Paper
PD040    150GSM A4 Pad of 20 Sheets
PA714    150GSM  A3 Pkt of 20 Sheets
PDZ041 240GSM  A4 Pad of 20 Sheets
PDZ042 240GSM  A3 Pad of 20 Sheets

Tear 
& water 
resistant!

NEW 
Round  
Shape

Handmade Watercolour Paper
PA706 31cm Round Pkt of 10
PA707 15cm Round Pkt of 10
PA708 30 x 30cm  Pkt of 10
PA709 15 x 15cm  Pkt of 10
Made from 100% recycled cotton, hand pressed 
and sun dried. Has a soft deckle edge. 300gsm. 

Paper made from stone powder 
for a range of mixed media. 
This unique surface is tear and 
water resistant and does not 
wrinkle. It does not have a 
plastic feel but does have just 
the right amount of absorbency 
for a wide range of creative 
techniques. Can be used on 
both sides. 

New 
thickness!
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Scratch Photo Frames
SA016 Pkt of 10
Pre-cut magnetic frames. Scratch back the black coating using the wooden 
stylus to reveal rainbow colours underneath. Magnetic on the underside. 
Size: 20 x 15cm (suits 10 x 15cm photo).

Scratch Bookmarks
SA002 Pkt of 12
Pre-cut bookmarks made from scratch art card. Black coating over 
rainbow paper. Decorate using the wooden stylus to draw with. 12 
wooden scratch tools and 12 assorted ribbons included. Size: 17 x 5cm.

Scratch Greeting Cards
SA031 Pkt of 30
These greeting cards have a black coating over rainbow paper. Scratch your 
design onto the outside of the card to reveal the colours, write your greeting 
on the blank white inside. Scratch tools included. Cards 12 x 17cm folded 
size.

Scratch Graduation Hats
SA033 Pkt of 10
Pre-cut shapes to make a graduation cap made from scratch art card. Black 
coating over rainbow paper. Great for an end of year activity! Decorate flat 
using the wooden stylus to draw with, and then assemble. Can be decorated 
by student or their classmates. Adjustable tabs to suit head size 45-52 cm. 
Approx. 300mm wide rim when made. 

Background

Tools included Tools included

Tools included Tools included

Background

Background Background
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Scratch Snowflakes
SA005 Pkt of 30 ..............................$8.35
Pre-cut snowflakes made from scratch art 
card. White coating over silver holographic 
paper. Decorate using the wooden stylus 
to draw, revealing the glittery background 
underneath. 30 wooden scratch tools 
included. Size: 10 x 11cm.

Background

Background

Scratch Christmas Trees
SA029 Pkt of 20 ............................$15.50
Pre-cut 3D Christmas trees made from 
scratch art card. Black coating over rainbow 
paper. Decorate flat using the wooden stylus 
to draw with, then assemble. Trees are free 
standing. Tools included. Size: 18.5 x 17cm.

Scratch 
flat then 
assemble! Tools included

Scratch Christmas Shapes
SA010 Pkt of 30
Assorted pre-cut Christmas shapes made from scratch art card. Black 
coating over rainbow paper. Decorate using the wooden stylus to draw with. 
6 of each of the 5 designs. Approx. 10cm. 30 wooden scratch tools included.  

Background

Tools included

Tools included

Scratch Baubles
SA022 Pkt of 30 ..............................$9.25
Pre-cut baubles in 3 designs, made from 
scratch art card. Black coating over rainbow 
paper. Decorate using the wooden stylus to 
draw with. 10 of each design. 30 scratch tools 
and hanging ribbons included. Sizes range: 
9–13cm.

Background

Tools & ribbon included
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Scratch Reindeer Antlers
SA052 Pkt of 10
Rainbow pattern underneath the black 
coating. Decorate flat on the A4 sheets, then 
assemble into a fun headpiece.

Background

Tools included
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Scratch Easter Shapes
SA012 Pkt of 30 ..............................$8.35
Assorted pre-cut Easter shapes made from 
scratch art card. Black coating over rainbow 
paper. Decorate the egg, bunny and chicken 
using the wooden stylus to draw with. 10 of 
each of the 3 designs. Approx. 8-13cm. 30 
wooden scratch tools included. 

Background

Tools included

Scratch Bunny Ears
SA015 Pkt of 10 ..............................$6.25
Pre-cut bunny ear shapes 20cm high. Made 
from scratch art card, black coating over 
rainbow paper. Decorate using the wooden 
stylus to draw with. Includes adjustable 
headband, one size fits most. 30 bonus eggs 
included: 10 large eggs 6.5cm tall, and 20 
small eggs 5cm tall.

Background

Tools included
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Scratch Skulls
SA047 Pkt of 24
6 designs. Size: approx. 10 x 14cm. Scratch 
into the black coating using the included 
wooden tool to reveal the colourful floral 
pattern underneath.

Background

Tools included

Scratch Fish
SA046 Pkt of 24
6 designs. Size: approx. 7 x 15cm. Scratch into 
the black coating using the included wooden 
tool to reveal the rainbow scale pattern 
underneath.

Background

Tools included

Scratch Leaves
SA044 Pkt of 24
6 designs. Size: approx. 5 x 16cm. Scratch 
into the black coating using the included 
wooden tool to reveal the autumnal colours 
underneath.

Background

Tools included

Scratch Hands
SA037 Pkt of 24
12.5-19cm hand shapes. Scratch tools 
included. 4 designs x 6 each.

Tools included

Background
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Tools included

Scratch Boomerangs
SA003 Pkt of 30
Pre-cut boomerang shapes. Scratch back 
using the wooden stylus to reveal earthy 
tones underneath the black coating. 30 
scratch tools included. Size: 29 x 14cm. 

Background
The Creative School Supply Company 
recommends teachers and schools work 
in consultation with their local Aboriginal 
Communities (start locally and extend out 
geographically) when designing teaching and 
learning activities. Art and craft products are 
intended as a starting point for meaningful 
making and responding lessons; and 
discussions within this context should enrich 
student understanding whilst acknowledging, 
respecting and valuing Aboriginal identities 
and cultural expressions. Any art making 
tasks that replicate Aboriginal cultural 
expressions must be done in consultation 
with the appropriate Aboriginal people 
(owners of that cultural property).

Scratch Australian Animals
SA011 Pkt of 30
Assorted pre-cut Australian animal shapes 
made from scratch art card. Black coating 
over earthy toned paper. Decorate using the 
wooden stylus to draw with. 5 of each of the 
6 designs  - kangaroo, emu, cassowary, turtle, 
goanna and fish. Approx. Size: 10cm -13cm. 30 
wooden scratch tools included.  

Tools included

Background

Scratch Birds
SA039 Pkt of 24
12-14cm bird shapes. Scratch tools included. 
6 designs x 4 each.

Tools included

Background
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Scratch Flowers
SA004 Pkt of 12
Pre-cut flower shapes made from scratch 
art card. Black coating over rainbow paper. 
Decorate using the wooden stylus to draw 
with. 12 scratch tools and assorted ribbons 
included. Size: 10.5cm.

Background

Tools & ribbon included

Scratch Eye Masks
SA008 Pkt of 10
Pre-cut eye masks made from scratch art 
card. Black coating over rainbow paper. 
Decorate flat using the wooden stylus to 
draw with and then attach elastic. 2 designs 
(16.5 & 22.5cm wide). 10 scratch tools and 
elastic for masks included.

Background

Tools included

Scratch Ties
SA030 Pkt of 30
Pre-cut tie shapes made from scratch art 
card. Black coating over rainbow paper. 
Decorate flat using the wooden stylus to draw 
with. 30 scratch tools and 30 pieces of elastic 
(40cm long) included. Tie Size: 10 x 29cm.

Background

Tools & elastic included

Scratch Doorknob Hangers
SA007 Pkt of 12
Pre-cut door hangers made from scratch 
art card. Black coating over rainbow paper. 
Decorate using the wooden stylus to draw 
with. 12 wooden scratch tools included. Size: 
23 x 7.5cm. 

Background

Tools included
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Scratch Rainbow Scraper Card
PA876 Pkt of 12 ......................................................................... $8.75
A4 rainbow scraper card with a heavier surface than Scratch-Art Paper 
making it suitable for all ages. Scratch back the black coating using the 
wooden stylus to reveal bright rainbow colours underneath. Create 
designs to use for gift cards or other paper craft activities. 170gsm. 

Scratch White
SA018 Pkt of 50 ..........................$18.50
Scratch the black removable coating using a 
wooden stylus and reveal the white surface 
below. Create interesting patterns. A4 sheets.

Background

Background

Background

Scratch Rainbow Lite
SA035 Pkt of 100
To obtain a stunning stained glass 
effect, scratch lines on the black 
removable coating using the wooden 
stylus. Hold up to a window or light 
source to reveal the translucent 
rainbow pattern. Ideal to decorate 
windows, or suspend to create 
colourful reflections. 20.5 x 25cm 
acetate. Scratch tools included. 

Tools included

Tools included

Tools included

Scraper Paper Wooden Tools
PN088 Pkt of 25 ......................................................................... $3.10
PN089 Pkt of 100 ....................................................................... $8.00
Wooden tools used to create designs with the scratch paper and acetate. 
They will not scratch through Scraperboard. Also may be used for other 
sgraffito work making your own scratch paper with oil pastels. 
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Empty App Bottles
PM033 Pkt of 6 ��������������������������������� $6.50
Each bottle holds 75mL of liquid. Fill bottles 
with your choice of water-based ink or dye.

Colour Apps Sparkle
PM032 Pkt of 6 �����������������������������$13.00
A fun, easy way to create patterns and 
designs with these water-based markers. 
Ideal for covering large areas with colour or 
using dots of colour as a starting point. Note: 
It is recommended to wear gloves and an 
apron if concerned about staining. Colours 
may stain hands and clothes, wash with 
warm soapy water. 6 x 75mL markers.

Colour Apps Black
PM031 Pkt of 6 �������������������������������� $11.25 
A fun, easy way to create patterns and designs 
with these water-based markers. Ideal for 
covering large areas with colour or using 
dots of colour as a starting point. Note: It is 
recommended to wear gloves and an apron if 
concerned about staining. Colours may stain 
hands and clothes, wash with warm soapy 
water. 6 x 75mL markers.
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Colour Apps
PM030 Pkt of 6 ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $10.50
A fun, easy way to create patterns and designs with these water-based markers. 
Ideal for covering large areas with colour or using dots of colour as a starting 
point. Pack of 6 includes blue, green, pink, purple, yellow and red. Note: It is 
recommended to wear gloves and an apron if concerned about staining. Colours 
may stain hands and clothes, wash with warm soapy water. 

A fun & easy way to 
create patterns & 

designs, cover large 
areas with colour, 

or use the dots as a 
starting point!

Colour Slix
PT915 Pkt of 8
Use these multipurpose 3D paints to create 
raised lines on textiles, wood, glass, ceramic, 
plastic, card or paper. 8 assorted bright colours 
including black, white, blue, green, pink, 
red, orange and yellow. Non-toxic. 30mL per 
squeezable bottle. 

Multi-purpose paint! 
Use on fabrics, 

ceramics, glass, paper 
& plastic!
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Poster Colours By Zart Mini
Palette of 6
PTZ883 Basic
PTZ884 Cool
PTZ885 Warm
PTZ886 Fluoro
PTZ888 NEW Earth
Plastic tray, 6 colours plus  
cover. Each disc is 3cm.  
Pack size 9 x 14cm.

Actual size of each Poster Colour 
Block: Thickness = 16mm Diameter 
= 44mm

Poster Colours  
– Single Colour Refills
Pkt of 6

PT881-GY
Grey

PT881-BK
Black

PT881-WH
White

PT881-BU

Burnt Umber

PT881-PU

Purple

PT881-CE

Cerise

PT881-BS
Burnt Sienna

PT881-VI

Violet

PT881-PB

Prussian Blue

PT881-BE

Cobalt Blue

PT881-UL
Ultramarine

PT881-SB

Sky Blue

PT881-TU

Turquoise

PT881-VIR

Viridian (Dark Green)

PT881-BG
Brilliant Green

PT881-EM

Emerald

PT881-LE

Lemon

PT881-BY

Brilliant Yellow

PT881-PE

Peach

PT881-VE

Vermillion

PT881-RE

Brilliant Red

PT881-CR

Crimson

PT881-OR
Orange

Poster Colour Palette Set Refills
Pkt of 6
PT882-BR Basic Palette refill
PT882-CR Cool Palette refill
PT882-ER Earth Palette refill
PT882-FR  Fluoro Palette refill
PT882-WR   Warm Palette refill

Poster Colour Palettes
Palette of 6
PT880-BC   Basic Palette
PT880-CP   Cool Palette
PT880-EP   Earth Palette
PT880-FL    Fluorescent Palette
PT880-WP Warm Palette

These bright, long lasting paints 
are ideal for many reasons and are 
perfect for the classroom. All that 
is needed is water! The easy to use 
palette means no paint wastage 
(unlike paint stored in tubes or 
bottles) and is easy to clean up. The 
palettes come with a clear lid which 
enables you to store and stack away 
the trays, even when wet. 

Sets come with a clear lid, 
allowing you to store and stack 

away trays, even when wet.
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Primecoloure Pearlescent Watercolours
PTZ762-18 NEW Set of 18
PTZ762-6   NEW Set of 6
Primecolours Pearlescent Watercolours are vibrant metallic  
pigments in semi-moist watercolour pans – just add water!

Creamy Colours  
Watercolours by Zart
PTZ877 Macaron   Set of 6
PTZ878 Fluoro    Set of 6
PTZ876 Essential      Set of 6
PTZ874 NEW Glitter Set of 6
Highly pigmented, intermixable,  
water based paints.  
Silver Tin Box Set. 6 Colours  
(rectangle wells) - no refills. 
BRAND Primecolours.

Watercolour Paint Disks
PT875-18 Pk of 18
PT875-24 Pk of 24
PT875-36 Pk of 36
Pan colour (paint cake) size: 
22mm. Stacks together for easy 
transportation and storage.

Primecolours Watercolours
PT873 Set of 18
Highly pigmented, bright and vivid colours in a convenient and portable 
paint set. Each block measures 30mm x 25mm, 11mm thick.

newnewPrimecolours 
Watercolours Refills 6s
PTZ882 NEW Set of 6
Due to high demand, we are now offering refills for 
our Primecolours Watercolours 18s set. Primecolours 
Watercolours Refills 6s includes six of the key set 
colours. 30mm x 25mm, 11mm thick. To fit PT873 
Primecolours Watercolours 18s Asst.
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Size 2 Size 4 Size 8 Size 12 Size 2 Size 4 Size 8 Size 12

Art & Craft Brush Set
BR405 Pkt of 9
This set includes a Foam Brush 2.5cm, Wide Bristle 
Brush 1.5” (3.25cm), Round Synthetic Taklon Brushes 
#4 and #10, Flat Synthetic Taklon Brushes 6mm, 15mm 
and 25mm, Fine Hair Watercolour Brush Round #6, and 
Hog Hair Bristle Brush Round #10 .

Wooden Adhesive Brushes
BR403 9mm Pkt of 12
Coarse, natural bristles make these 
brushes ideal for glue and pastes. Short 
11.5cm handles. Best used damp.

Wide Flat Brush
BR402-12 25mm  Pkt of 12
BR404-12 50mm Pkt of 12
Coarse, natural hog hair bristle brushes which 
are suitable for both acrylic and oil paints. 
Best used damp to reduce stroke marks.
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Bulk Hog Hair Brush Sets
BR080 Flat Brush Set   Pkt of 60
BR100 Round Brush Set Pkt of 60
Short handled brushes in an assortment of sizes. Hog Hair brushes are 
coarse enough to hold lots of paint and still apply it smoothly. Use a 
damp brush for less brush strokes. Sizes include 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 & 12 (10 of 
each) in one bulk class pack.

Bulk Taklon Brush Set
BR010 Pkt of 32
Bulk pack of mixed brushes in both round and flat. Sizes 4, 6, 8 and 12. 

Budget Taklon Brushes – Round
BR9401 Size 0 Pkt of 10
BR9421 Size 2 Pkt of 105
BR9441 Size 4 Pkt of 100
BR9461 Size 6 Pkt of 10
BR9481 Size 8 Pkt of 10
An inexpensive brush suitable for acrylic, 
gouache and watercolour painting. Single sizes. 

Size 4 Size 6 Size 8

Hog Hair Brushes – Round
BR1622 Size 2   Pkt of 12
BR1624 Size 4   Pkt of 12
BR1626 Size 6   Pkt of 12
BR1628 Size 8   Pkt of 12
BR1630 Size 10 Pkt of 12
BR1632 Size 12 Pkt of 12
Round hog hair brushes suitable for oil and 
acrylic. Long handles.

Hog Hair Brushes – Flat
BR102 Size 2   Pkt of 12
BR104 Size 4   Pkt of 12
BR106 Size 6   Pkt of 12
BR108 Size 8   Pkt of 12
BR110 Size 10 Pkt of 12
BR112 Size 12 Pkt of 12
Flat hog hair brushes suitable for oil and 
acrylic. Long handles.
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Size 16 Size 12 Size 8 Size 6 Size 4 Size 8 Size 6 Size 4 Size 2 Size 0 Round 2Round 0 Round 4 Round 6 Flat 2 Flat 4 Flat 8 Fan 8

Dynamic Fan 
Brush
BR335 Size 8 Each 
Student quality taklon 
fan brush with a short 
tapered handle and a 
metal ferrule. Retains 
shape, durable and easy 
to clean. Best suited 
for acrylic, watercolour, 
gouache and craft paint.

ColourSorts 
Classroom 
Organisers Brushes 
Round
BRZ001 Pkt of 36
Size 6 (7.5mm) Taklon 
Brushes. 6 handle colours: 
orange, yellow, red, purple, 
blue and green. 6 brushes 
of each colour. Suits acylic, 
watercolour, gouache and 
craft paint.
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Taklon Brushes Dynamic – Round
BR317 Size 000 (1.5mm)
BR318 Size 0 (2.5mm)5
BR319 Size 2 (4.5mm)0
BR320 Size 4 (6mm)
BR321 Size 6 (7.5mm)
BR322 Size 8 (9mm)
BR323 Size 12 (12mm)
Student quality taklon round brushes with 
short tapered handles and a metal ferrule. 
They retain their shape, are durable and easy 
to clean. Best suited for acrylic, watercolour, 
gouache and craft paint. Single sizes.

Taklon Brushes Dynamic – Flat
BR324 Size 2 (4.5mm)0
BR325 Size 3 (7mm)
BR313 Size 4 (9.5mm)
BR314 Size 6 (12mm)
BR315 Size 8 (15mm)0
BR326 Size 10 (20mm)5
BR316 Size 12 (27mm)
Student quality taklon flat brushes with short 
tapered handles and a metal ferrule. They retain 
their shape, are durable and easy to clean. Best 
suited for acrylic, watercolour, gouache and craft 
paint. Available in seven sizes. Single sizes.

Size 2Size 0 Size 8 Size 12

2.5mm

4.5mm

9mm

12mm

Size 4Size 2 Size 12

9.5mm

4.5mm

27mm

Dynamic Brush Set
BR327 Pkt of 180
Includes; Round size 0, 2, 4, 6, & 8 (x 24 each)  
& Flat size 4, 6, 8, 12 & 16 (x 12 each).

Aqua Brush Set
BR464 Pkt of 8
Fill the brush handle with water to create 
beautiful blending with pastels, dyes and 
paints. 8 assorted tips: 2 x broad flat tip, 2 
x small round tip, 2 x medium round tip, 2 x 
large round tip.

Chinese Brush 
Pens
BR570 Pkt of 3
Traditional Chinese 
calligraphy brushes in 
three assorted round 
head sizes. Made 
with soft synthetic 
bristles. Ideal for 
Chinese or Japanese 
painting, watercolour 
techniques, and 
calligraphy. 

Dynamic Taklon Brush Set
BR338 Pk of 8
This set inclides: Round #0 (2.5mm), Round #2 (4.5mm), Round #4 (6mm), 
Round #6 (7.5mm), Flat #2 (4.5mm), Flat #4 (9.5mm), Flat #8 (15mm), Fan #8. 
Best suited for acrylic, watercolour, gouache and craft paint.

While
 stocks last!
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Foam Stampers/Dabbers
PT111 Pkt of 12 �������������������������������������������������������������������������$7.35
These sponge dot stampers are great to explore print making and 
pattern work. The plastic holder makes them easy to grip. Use water-
based paints and rinse out thoroughly after each use. 7cm length, 3.5cm 
diameter. 1 design.

Foam Stencil Stampers
PT131 Pkt of 9�����������������������������������$4.25
Sizes 2cm, 3cm, 4.5cm (3 of each).

Paint Pattern Scrapers
PT119 Pkt of 4�����������������������������������$3.65
Use these fun scraper tools with handles to 
make a variety of patterns in sand or paint. 4 
assorted tooth edge patterns to experiment 
with. 12.5cm wide.

Foam Paint Patterned Rollers
PT109 Pkt of 4������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $4.15
Foam paint rollers with sturdy plastic handle. 4 assorted patterns. Use 
with water-based paints and rinse thoroughly after each use. Add texture 
and pattern to your work. 7cm roller width.

Palette Knives Assorted – Plastic
PK095 Set of 5 ����������������������������������$2.00
Great for Impasto work, this set of five palette 
knives includes 1 x 16cm wide, 1 x narrow 
trowel 19cm, 1 x diamond head trowel 
18.5cm, 1 x knife 18cm and 1 x splade 18cm. 
Mix and apply paint with this great range .

Palette Knives Set
PK093 Set of 5 ����������������������������������$7.95
Flexible metal blunt blades ideal for mixing 
and applying paint. Five assorted tools.

Plastic Paint Pipettes
PT117 Set of 10���������������������������������$1.65
Clear plastic 3mL pipettes are 15.5cm long, 
and include a 13 x 40mm bulbed end. The 
tapered tube has a measurement scale in 
0.5mL graduations. 

Spray Bottles
TQ796 Set of 5 ����������������������������������$4.50
Clear plastic spray mister bottles with 100mL 
capacity.
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Safety Water Pot
PK025 Each
Holds 300mL of liquid, with two brush rests 
on the lid. Colours will vary. 
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Water Pots No. 5
PK021 Assorted colours
PK015 White set
These non-spill water pots are suitable for all 
ages. Sturdy and stackable for storage. Holds 
300mL. Set of 5. 

Plastic Palettes No. 60
PK206-10 Pkt of 10
Sturdy, white plastic palettes with 6 deep 
wells. These palettes suit Poster Colour blocks 
as well as bottle and tube paints. They are 
easy to use and to clean, and are stackable. 
Size: 11 x 16cm. 

Daisy Palette Plastic
PK213
This plastic palette with lid has 6 wells 
surrounding a centre mixing well in the shape 
of a daisy. The lid makes it ideal to keep paint 
usable for the next day. 16cm diameter. 

Plastic Painting/Sorting Bowls
TQ445 Set of 10
10 assorted coloured multipurpose plastic 
bowls. Ideal to use for activities such as 
painting, collage, sorting and numeracy. 13cm 
diameter x 3cm deep. 

Gesso White
PT419 1 Litre
Turn any surface into an ideal painting canvas! 
Handy squeeze bottle. Non-toxic. Studio 
grade, non gritty formula. Suitable for canvas, 
wood, cardboard, plastic and metal. 

Wooden Painting Panel
WP920 Each ��������������������������������������$4.75
Made of birch. Accepts most paints and 
mediums, and can also be primed with gesso. 
20 x 20cm.

Liquid Art Board
WP999 9 x 12"   Each
This high density board is framed in 38mm 
solid birch leaving a 5mm raised wooden 
lip. This is ideal for using pouring mediums 
including fluid acrylics, and glazing acrylics on 
the gesso surface. The board is warp resistant 
and is ready to hang.

Watercolour Cotton Board
CB020 6 x 8"
Pre-primed with gesso specially formulated 
for waterbased paint and water media. 100% 
cotton. 
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Stretched Canvases
CV810 101 x 101mm (4 x 4")
CV806 152 x 152mm (6 x 6")
CV812 305 x 407mm (12 x 16")
CV816 407 x 508mm (16 x 20")
CV818 457 x 610mm (18 x 24")
Acrylic primed cotton canvas 
stretched on a 38mm (1.5") wide 
profile wooden frame. Ideal for class 
or school murals or individual work. 
Sold as singles.

Canvas Boards
CB104 101 x 101mm (4 x 4") Pkt of 10
CB106 152 x 203mm (6 x 8") Each
CB108 203x 254mm (8 x 10") Each0
CB110 254 x 305mm (10 x 12") Each
CB112 305 x 407mm (12 x 16") Each
CB114 356 x 457mm (14 x 18") Each
CB116 407 x 508mm (16 x 20") Each
CB120 508 x 610mm (20 x 24") Each
Ready to paint with oil or acrylic paints, these primed  
cotton canvas boards with paper backing are ideal for 
 individual works or murals. 

Canvas Board – Black
CB096 6 x 8"
CB098 10 x 12"
Pre-primed black gesso canvas board. 100% 
cotton. Suitable for oil and acylic paint.

Magnetic Canvas Board – 
Square
CB015-SQ 15 x 15cm   Set of 4
CB011-SQ 7.5 x 7.5cm Set of 4
Square shape magnetic canvas board. Each 
board is made from quality canvas that can be 
painted or drawn on.

Floating Wooden Box 
Watercolour Canvas
CV771 8 x 8"  Each
CV772 11 x 14" Each
CV773 16 x 20" Each
100% cotton canvas. 250gsm. Outer frame 
thickness: 5.9cm.

Floating Wooden Box Canvas
CV751 8 x 8"     Each
CV752 12 x 12" Each
CV753 16 x 20" Each
CV754 20 x 20" Each
CV755 20 x 30" Each
CV756 30 x 30" Each
CV757 40 x 40" Each
100% cotton canvas. 
380gsm. Outer frame  
thickness: 5.9cm.

Magnetic Canvas Board 
CB015-ST Star   Set of 4
15cm x 15cm magnetic canvas board. Each 
board is made from quality canvas that can be 
painted or drawn on.
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Porcelain Paints
PT920 Pkt of 60
Water-based paint suitable for porcelain, glass and ceramic surfaces. 
Colours are fixed by baking in a kitchen oven for 90 mins at 160°C. Six 
assorted bright colours that can be mixed. Dishwasher safe once baked. 
20mL pots.

To prevent paint drying 
out, store all Magic Marble 

Paints in a cool environment 
(cupboard etc.). Place in 

fridge in warm weather for 
two hours before use. Always 

ensure lids are screwed on 
firmly after use.

Magic Marble Paint Set – 
Metallic
PT936  Set of 6
Multipurpose bright marbling paints which 
create unique marbling effects on a range 
of surfaces including wood, glass, ceramic, 
metal, stoneware, terracotta, candles, 
paper and polystyrene. Fast drying. 20mL 
of each colour.

Masking Marker
GR345-FI    Fine (1-2mm)     Each
GR345-ME Medium (2-4mm) Each
Pump action marker that dispenses blue 
coloured masking fluid. Easy to peel or rub off. 
Remove within 2 days. Non-toxic, water-based.
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Porcelain Markers – Metallic
PM055 Pkt of 5
Water-based, felt tipped metallic markers suitable for porcelain, glass 
and ceramic surfaces. Cure by baking in a kitchen oven for 90 mins at 
160°C. 5 colours including silver, red, gold, blue and copper. 2-5mm 
bullet tip. 

Porcelain & Glass Glitter Markers
PT925 Pkt of 5�������������������������������� $24.00
Water-based, felt tipped glitter markers 
suitable for porcelain, glass and ceramic 
surfaces. Cure by baking in a kitchen oven for 
90 mins at 160°C. 5 colours including blue, 
green, red, silver and yellow. 

Porcelain Markers – Pastel
PM320 Pkt of 5 �������������������������������$22.00
Water-based, felt tipped pastel markers 
suitable for porcelain, glass and ceramic 
surfaces. Cure by baking in a kitchen oven for 
90 mins at 160°C. 5 colours including black, 
pink, green, blue and purple. 

Porcelain Markers – Assorted
PM315 Pkt of 5
Water-based, felt tipped assorted markers suitable for porcelain, glass and 
ceramic surfaces. Cure by baking in a kitchen oven for 90 mins at 160°C. 5 
bold colours including black, red, yellow, blue and green. 
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Printing Foam
LT300 A4 Pkt of 15
LT301 A3 Pkt of 10
Easy and safe to use. Ideal for an introduction to printmaking with no special 
tools required just use a pen or pencil and regular scissors. Suitable for 
students of all ages. Prints may be repeated over and over with re-inking. 

MasterCut Lino Vinyl – Round
LT014 10cm Each
LT015 15cm Each
LT016 20cm Each
Soft and easy to carve for block printing. Made from double sided vinyl. 
Use with traditional lino carving tools. 

Soft Cut Carving Blocks
LT131 14.5 x 21cm Each5
LT140 11 x 11cm    Pkt of 100
LT141 14.5 x 21cm Pkt of 10
Use lino carving tools to create intricate designs with this soft cut carving 
block. It is quick and easy to use and feels just like carving into butter. 
If the carving is shallow the block may be used on both sides. Sold 
singularly.

Gel Printing Plates
SSZ041 20 x 25 x 1 cm
SSZ042 12.7 x 17.8 x 1 cm
SS034   30 x 37cm (12 x 14")
SS040   Round 20cm (8")
Durable, reusable gel printing 
plates that look and feel like 
gelatine. Reusable, easy to clean 
and store. Please refer to leaflet 
included for full care details.

Lino Tile – Smooth Carve
LT102 Each
These lino smooth carve tiles are an effective and economic alternative to 
Silk Cut. 30 x 30cm tile, 3.2mm thick. 

Velvet Print – Double-Sided Lino Tiles
LT040 15 x 15cm (2.6mm thick)
LT050 22 x 30cm (2.8mm thick)
LT080 40 x 60cm (2.6mm thick)
Double-sided lino with blue and green surfaces. Easy to carve and soft to cut, 
it is a cost effective alternative to other double-sided lino tiles.

Activities 
included!

Activities 
included!

By Zart
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Wooden Bench Hook
TQ518 Each ........................................$9.00
This sturdy Wooden Bench Hook is used to 
protect hands from sharp Lino Carving Tools. 
Simply place Bench Hook on a table and the 
lino square is placed on the wooden board 
with one hand behind the guard rail.

Safety Hand Guard
TQ519 Each
Suitable for left and right handers. 
Use for protection when cutting 
lino.

Lino & Wood Carving Tools 
Deluxe – Set of 4
TQ570 Set of 4 ..................................$9.50
Quality lino tools. With long wooden handles 
they are suitable for secondary school 
students. 

Rubber Lino Roller – Hard
RL005 100mm ...................................$7.50
RL006 150mm ...................................$9.95
Roller with 110mm long handle.

EasyClean Rubber Roller
RL040 Each........................................$2.95
Designed to detach the roller from the handle 
for easy cleaning. 100mm.

Hard Rubber Brayer with 
Wooden Handle
RL045 Each........................................$5.25
Narrow 50mm hard roller with a steel frame 
and axle.

Acrylic Bases Clear
PK228 Square Pkt of 5
Size: 10 x 10cm, 1.8cm thick 
Perspex. Can be used as a printing 
plate
PK229 Round Pkt of 10
Size: 10cm diameter, 2mm thick 
perspex. Can be used as a printing 
plate.

Deluxe V-Shaped  
Lino Carving Tool
TQ575 Each
Quality lino tool. Suitable for 
cutting the finest lines. 

Printing Foam Round 
20cm 15s
LTZ302 NEW Pkt of 15
Printing Foam is an easy, 
economical and very popular 
introduction to printmaking. 
20cm diameter X 3mm thick

Lino & Wood Carving Tools 
Deluxe – Set of 6
TQ571 Set of 6 ................................$13.00
Quality lino tools. With long wooden handles 
they are suitable for secondary school 
students.

new
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Foam Roller Refills
RL011 60mm refill   Pkt of 5
RL012 85mm refill   Pkt of 5
RL021 100mm refill Pkt of 3
Refill sponge foam for roller.

Cotton Filters
BR800 Pkt of 1005
These cotton filters make an ideal tool for dot painting and mark making. 
Perfect to use for activities exploring Pointillism or Pop-Art. 

Paper Marbling Kit
MB000 Each Kit
Easy to use - just drop in water 
and stir with a wooden skewer 
to create patterns across the 
water surface. For best results, 
use absorbent paper such as 
Newsprint. 6 colours in the kit.

Tangram Stamping Shapes
ST002 Pkt of 3 sets
Tangram stamp shapes. 10 x 10cm outer square, 2.5cm thick.  
Die Cut to 7 parts. 3 sets (21 pieces – 7 pieces per set).

Ink Roller Printing Plastic Tray
RL029
Plastic roller tray ideal for rolling block printing inks, mixing paint and other 
water-based materials. Tray has a lip along all four edges to contain the 
liquid. Measures: 20 x 24cm.

Foam Roller with Handle
RL001 60mm
RL002 85mm
RL004 100mm
Wide sponge foam roller with handle. Foam 
refills available to renew roller when required. 
Easy to remove old and replace new refill.
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Pendant Cabochon Settings - Round
JW295-SI  Silver   Pkt of 30
Create your pendant design by either decorating the base or inserting 
your own creation - artwork, collage or a photograph, then secure the 
glass over the top with Mod Podge glue. If working with 3D designs the 
pendant can be used without the glass cabochon. Size: 30mm. 

Wooden Jewellery Box
BX013 Mini Square   Each
Includes 2 metal hinges. Made from FSC 
Plywood. Brand: Project Starters. Heart size: 
L11.5cm x W12cm x H6.6cm. Mini Square 
size: L7.8cm x W7.8cm x H4.5cm.

Pendant Cabochon Setting - Rectangle
JW297-SI Silver Pkt of 30
Two-piece jewellery setting. Size: 23 x 33mm. Once pendant is decorated, 
secure the glass cabochon in place with Mod Podge (which dries clear). Use 
with Ball Chain with Clasp FI070 or Leather Cord LJ305 to make your own 
unique necklace or a wearable present.

Wooden Earring Drop Pieces
WP006 Pkt of 90
Make your own unique earrings. Attach Jump Rings FI158-SS to connect the 
wooden pieces through the pre-drilled holes, then Earring Posts & Studs 
FI148-SS or Shepherd Hooks FI130-S and they are ready to wear. Size: 3 x 
3cm - 4 x 4cm approx.

Wooden Reindeer Pendants with Cabochon
WP001 Pkt of 10
Pendant Size: 38mm x 53mm, cabochon diameter 30mm. 3mm pre-drilled 
hole for threading. Use with Ball Chain with Clasp FI070 or Leather Cord 
LJ305 to make your own unique necklace or a wearable present.

Snap n Wrap  
Silicone Bracelets 30s
JWZ091  NEW Pkt of 30
These bendable bracelets are made from a 
flexible silicone band that contains an enclosed 
thin metal strip. Height 21.cm x Width 2.5cm. 
Material: Silicon. 6 colours.

Rectangle Key Ring Tags 10s
KGZ001  NEW Pkt of 10
Made from Clear Plastic, for clear and easy 
reading of image. Tag Size: Length 50mm x 
Width 35mm. Insert Size: Size: 3.5 x 5.3cm
Ring Size 25mm Diameter. Pack of 10.

new new
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Friendship Cord
JW025 50m reel
Multicoloured cord ideal to make friendship 
bracelets. Create knotted and woven designs 
and decorate using assorted beads. 2mm thick.

Stretch Beading Cord
JW001 Reel of 5m
Clear cord that is strong and yet stretches 
like elastic. Great for beading and jewellery 
making. The non-fraying end makes threading 
beads easy. Jewellery is easy to wear and 
remove without the necessity of clasps and 
catches, just a double slip knot to secure. 
0.7mm diameter cord.

Natural Beading Cord
CT045 Each
Strong cream coloured cord suitable for 
jewellery or threading projects. Ideal for 
STEM/STEAM. 1mm thick. 100m reel.

Leather Cord
LJ305 50m Reel
A round black leather cord which is strong and 
suitable for jewellery or threading projects. 
Ideal for STEM/STEAM. 1.5mm thick.  

Beading Wire
FI010-G Gold 22m Each
FI010-S Silver 22m Each
Fine, lightweight beading wire perfect for 
jewellery making, threading beads or winding 
around other wires or objects to create 
wearable art pieces, or distinctive decorations. 
28 gauge x 22 metres.

Silicone Jewellery Moulds
JW090 Pkt of 5
Make your own pendants in these moulds using Resin, Sculpey or Air 
Drying Clay. 5 assorted shapes: Round 25mm, Square 25mm, Oval 18 x 
25mm, Teardrop 18 x 25mm, Rectangle 20 x 30mm. Produces a 5mm 
thick pendant with a hole size: 2.5mm.

Bracelet Moulds
JW050 Pkt of 3
Silicone Moulds in 3 assorted sizes: 82mm, 72mm and 65mm. Designed 
for casting with Resin, Plastic, or Oven Clay. The finished bracelets can be 
easily removed and popped out once cured. Can be baked in the oven at 
up to 200 degrees Celsius, which allows for the use of Polymer Clay.

Key Chains Silver – Round
KG101-SI Pkt of 10
Attach artwork to these Key Chains for a novel, 
inexpensive gift idea. Make special keepsakes 
and practical presents. Make keys easier to 
locate with a unique creation attached. 
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Jewellery Pliers Set
JW210 Set of 3
These lightweight and easy to use pliers are 
used in jewellery making to bend, flatten, 
manipulate and cut wire. Set includes flat 
nose pliers, round nose pliers and diagonal 
cutters. 

Split Rings
FI099 Pkt of 100
Use with Key Chains to turn your artwork into 
a key ring. 25mm.

Brooch Backs – Silver
FI054-S Pkt of 100
Turn your artwork into a brooch! 25mm.

Earring Posts & Studs
FI148-SS Pkt of 100
Made with stainless steel. Size: 8mm. Use with 
the Wooden Earring Drop Pieces WP006 and 
Jump Rings FI158-SS to make your own unique 
earrings, or a wearable present.

Jump Rings
FI201 Coloured Pkt of 200
Size: 10mm x 1mm thick. 
10 assorted colours. Join 
jewellery pieces together 
with these bright jump rings. 

FI158-SS Pkt of 100
Used to connect two jewellery 
components together. Made 
with stainless steel. Size: 8mm. 
Use with the Wooden Earring 
Drop Pieces WP006 and Earring 
Posts & Studs FI148-SS to make 
your own unique earrings, or a 
wearable present.

Shepherd Hooks
FI130-S Pkt of 60
Surgical Steel. Silver in colour. 32mm Length. Use 
with Earring Pendant Cabochons JW291-SI to 
make your own unique earrings, or a wearable 
present.

Stackables – Jewellery Findings
FI320 Pkt of 300
Assorted pieces for use in jewellery making 
including Eye Pins, Shepherd Hooks, Brooch 
Backs, Parrot Clasps and Jump Rings in a 
stackable container. Gold & silver mix.

Ball Chain Necklace 
with Clasp
FI070 Pkt of 10
2mm silver bead chain 
necklace in 67cm pre-cut 
lengths. Includes clasp for 
easy locking and use.

Ball Chain Bracelet 
with Clasp Silver
FI075 Pkt of 10
Size: 2mm x 25cm lengths. 
Chains with bead lock/cap 
attached. PLUS 10 extra bead 
lock/caps loose in bag. Iron 
material with silver coloured 
plating.
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Pearl Mix Beads – Assorted
SM322-AS Pkt of 25g
These beads come in an assortment of pearl 
and metallic finishes. The colours, shapes 
and sizes vary. Suitable for jewellery making, 
threading activities and decorative projects. 
Can be sewn or glued onto fabric. Dimensions: 
3, 4 & 5mm. Quantity: approx. 215.

Resin Beads
BG119 Pkt of 100g
10 x 12mm with 2mm hole.

Cylinder Beads
BG204 Pkt of 100g
5 x 7mm beads with 3mm hole.

Alphabet Cube Beads
BG202 Pkt of 100g
5mm x 5mm, with 3mm hole.

Glass Seed Beads
BG120 Tub of 100g
Small, round glass beads in an assortment 
of colours. Suitable for fine jewellery 
making, decorative collage, and fabric craft 
embellishment. Resealable tub contains approx. 
2300 beads. Beads measure approx. 2mm.

Pony Beads
SM114-AS Tub of 250g
An assortment of bright coloured opaque 
and translucent 9mm pony beads that come 
in a resealable tub. Great for threading with 
beginners as they have a large 5mm hole. 
Approx. 625 beads. Mix may vary. 

Craft Beads
SM103 Tub of 250g
Assorted shapes, sizes and colours these bulk 
craft beads come in a resealable tub. Beads 
are suitable for collage, jewellery making, 
threading, sorting and counting activities. 
Beads vary from 4 - 15mm. Approx. 700 beads.

Shell Beads
BGZ501 100g
Approx. 310 beads in the pack. 6 assorted 
shell shapes in 8 different colours. Made of 
plastic. Beads measure approx. 12-16mm 
x 4mm thick, with a 1mm threading hole.   
Brand BASICS. White Ziplock bag.

Creative Bead Box
SM100-AS Assorted      300g Box
These beads come in six assorted styles and 
a wide variety of colours, shapes and sizes. 
They are sorted by design in the hard plastic 
compartment box with resealable lid. Suitable 
for jewellery making, threading activities and 
decorative projects. Includes activity sheet.

Activities 
included!
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Basics – Plastic Beads
BG3040 655g
These colourful plastic beads in an 
assortment of colours, shapes and finishes 
come in a handy storage tub with carry 
handle. Suitable for jewellery making, 
threading activities and decorative projects. 
Colours may vary. Coloured thread included. 
Quantity: approx. 1500.

Basics – Wooden Beads
BG3020 575g
These colourful wooden beads in an 
assortment of colours, shapes and finishes 
come in a handy storage tub with carry 
handle. Suitable for jewellery making, 
threading activities and decorative 
projects. Colours may vary. Dimensions: 
6 - 20mm. Quantity: approx. 500. Coloured 
thread included.

Wooden Beads –  
Natural Assorted
BG2035 Pkt of 92
These natural finish wooden beads come in 
assorted sizes and geometrical shapes. Suitable 
for jewellery making, threading activities and 
decorative projects. Round: 15mm (x32), 20mm 
(x8), 25mm (x8), 30mm (x4). Facet: 20 x 20mm 
(x20), rectangular: 30 x 15 x 10mm (x20).

Wooden Beads Round – 
Assorted
BG2012-AS 12mm Pkt of 100
BG2016-AS 16mm Pkt of 100
BG2025-AS 25mm Pkt of 100
These round wooden beads come in a variety 
of bright colours that have a beautiful enamel 
coating. Suitable for jewellery making, 
threading activities and decorative projects. 
Colour selection may vary.

Wooden Beads Round –  
Natural
BG2012-NA 12mm Pkt of 100
BG2016-NA 16mm Pkt of 100
BG2025-NA 25mm Pkt of 100
Round natural finish wooden beads. Suitable 
for jewellery making, threading activities and 
decorative projects.

Wooden Beads –  
Oval
BG3014 Pkt of 100
These oval wooden beads come in a variety 
of bright colours that have a beautiful enamel 
coating. Suitable for jewellery making, threading 
activities and decorative projects. Colour 
selection may vary. Dimensions: 14 x 25mm.

Wood Face Beads
BGZ503 Pkt of 30
22mm wooden bead with a 5mm threading 
hole. Pre-printed with eyes and mouth. 
Made from lotus wood and varnished. Brand 
BASICS. White Ziplock bag.

Beads Animal Heads
  NEW Pkt of 200
These fun and quirky Beads Animal Heads are 
the perfect addition to any jewellery, stitching 
and embellishment project. Assorted Designs. 
Size: 8 x 8mm x 5mm thick. Hole size 1mm. 
Material: Silicone.

new

Beads Fruit Shapes
BGZ504 NEW Pkt of 200
These fun and quirky Beads Fruit Shapes are 
the perfect addition to any jewellery, stitching 
and embellishment project. Assorted Designs. 
Size: 8 x 8mm x 5mm thick. Hole size 1mm. 
Material: Silicone.

new
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Basics – Buttons Natural
SM040 Tub of 600g
An assortment of natural earthy coloured buttons in a variety of patterns, 
finishes and sizes ranging from 7 - 25mm. Suitable for jewellery making, 
sorting and threading activities and decorative projects. Approx. 1400 
buttons.

Basics – Buttons Christmas Colours
SM025 Tub of 600g
An assortment of green, red and white buttons in a variety of shapes and 
sizes ranging from 7 - 30mm. Suitable for Christmas projects as well as 
ANZAC Day, St Patricks Day or Harmony week where colour is essential. 
Great for button jewellery making, sorting and threading activities and 
decorative projects. Approx. 1400 pieces.

Basics – Buttons Assorted
SM008  Tub of 600g5
An assortment of bright coloured 
buttons in a variety of patterns, 
finishes and sizes ranging from 7 - 
30mm. Suitable for jewellery making, 
sorting and threading activities and 
decorative projects. Approx. 1400 
buttons.

Basics – Buttons Pastel
SM015 Tub of 600g
An assortment of pastel coloured buttons in a variety of patterns, finishes 
and sizes ranging from 7 - 25mm. Suitable for jewellery making, sorting 
and threading activities and decorative projects. Approx. 1400 buttons.

Bright Buttons – Assorted
SM002 Tub of 450g
These large plastic buttons come in a variety of shapes, sizes and bold 
colours. Great size to use as a base to be decorated. Also suitable 
for jewellery making, sorting and threading activities and decorative 
projects. Dimensions: 18 - 25mm. Approx. 550 pieces.
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Sequins in a Jar – Embossed Round
SM323-EM 50g Jar
Metallic gold & silver, round hologram sequins, in an assortment of sizes, 
that come in a reusable clear storage jar. Ideal for embellishing artwork 
with their holographic finish. Can be stitched or glued. Dimensions: 5 
-20mm diameter. Approx. 1750 pieces.

Sequins in a Jar – Easter
SM323-EA 50g Jar
Pastel coloured, chicken, rabbit and egg 
sequins, in an assortment of sizes, that 
come in a reusable clear storage jar. Ideal 
for embellishing artwork. Can be stitched or 
glued. Dimensions: 10 -20mm. Approx. 1750 
pieces.

Giant Sew-On Jewels
JW220 Pkt of 40
An assortment of big, bright and bold 
coloured jewels that can be glued or sewn 
onto any costume or decorative craft project. 
Dimensions: approx. 24mm.

Stackables – Sequins
SM326 Pkt of 100g
Brightly coloured sequins in a variety 
of shapes, colours and sizes. Stored in 
handy clear stackable containers makes 
them perfect to keep sorted. Suitable for 
collage work, costumes, and decorative 
craft projects . Can be stitched or glued. 
Dimensions: 5 -25mm. Approx. 4000 
pieces.

Stackables – Jewels
JW110 Pkt of 750
A selection of jewel shapes in a variety of 
colours and sizes. Stored in handy clear 
stackable containers makes them perfect 
to keep sorted. Suitable for collage work, 
costumes, craft projects and decorative 
jewellery. Adhere with Supertac or craft glue. 
Dimensions: 7 -20mm.

Sequins in a Jar – Stars Large
SM323-STL 50g Jar
Metallic brightly coloured stars that come in a reusable clear 
storage jar. Ideal for embellishing artwork. Can be stitched or glued. 
Dimensions: 30mm point-to-point. Approx. 380 pieces.

Sequins in a Jar – Stars
SM323-ST 50g Jar
Metallic brightly coloured stars, in an 
assortment of sizes, that come in a reusable 
clear storage jar. Ideal for embellishing artwork. 
Can be stitched or glued. Dimensions: 10 -18mm 
point-to-point. Most stars have a 1.5mm hole 
in the centre. Approx. 2000 pieces.

While
 stocks last!
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Joggle Eyes Stick-On
EE2505 5mm         Pkt of 100
EE2508 8mm         Pkt of 100
EE2510 10mm       Pkt of 100
EE2515 15mm       Pkt of 100
EE2520 20mm       Pkt of 100
EE2525 25mm       Pkt of 100
Moving eyes, black pupil, flat back 
for easy gluing.

Stackables – Joggle Eyes
EE400 550 pieces
These assorted black joggle eyes come in 5 
sizes, each size with their own stackable clear 
storage container. Can be glued on. Great for 
construction and craft projects. Sizes include 
5mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm and 20mm.

Stackables –  
Joggle Eyes Coloured
EE420 450 pieces
These assorted coloured joggle 
eyes come in 5 sizes, each size with 
their own stackable clear storage 
container. Can be glued on. Great 
for construction and craft projects. 
Colours include: blue, green, pink, 
purple, red and yellow. Dimensions: 
5 -20mm.

Creature Eyes 
EE430 Pkt of 30
24-25mm diameter in 
assorted designs.

Model into 3D 
work!

Sequins Flat
SM301 Pkt of 1000
Flat sequins approx. 10mm diameter in 
assorted colours. Can be stitched or glued 
onto costumes or used for any decorative 
craft projects for embellishment. 1.5mm hole 
in centre.

Sequins – Large
SM304 Pkt of 1000
Flat sequins in an assortment of colours and 
sizes. Can be stitched or glued onto costumes 
or used for any decorative craft projects 
for embellishment. Dimensions: 20 -25mm 
diameter.

Sequins Multi Shapes – 
Christmas
SM302-CH Pkt of 25g
Assorted metallic sequins in Christmas 
shapes. Ideal for embellishing artwork. Can 
be stitched or glued. Shapes include: star, 
reindeer, Christmas tree, Santa, leaf, flower, 
and three-dimensional gold and silver beads. 
Dimensions: 8 -20mm. Approx. 250 pieces.
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Wooden Threading Shapes
CN245 Pkt of 30
Wooden threading shapes that come in six different designs. Ideal for teaching 
sewing skills or using in craft projects. Wooden surface can be decorated with 
paint, modelling foam, washi tape or Magiclay before threading. Additional 
hole for hanging or making pendants. 5 of each design: Square 44 x 44mm. 
Rectangle 39 x 58mm. Round 58mm diameter. Oval 40 x 58mm. Teardrop 58 x 
40mm. Heart 58 x 50mm. Threading Hole Size: Approx. 3mm.

new
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Felting Foam
FO900 Pkt of 10
This foam block is the perfect density and 
firmness for dry felting without causing 
needle breakages. Dimensions: 5 x 15 x 20cm.

Dry Felting Needles Medium
NEZ134 NEW Pkt of 10
Dry Felting Needles Medium 10s have a sharp 
barbed end and are an essential tool in the 
creation of 2D and 3D dry felting pieces. Pack 
of 10. Length 8.6cm. Steel.

Felting Needle Tool
NE140 Each
Tool with five needles for felting with a locking 
device for safety. An easy and quick way to 
dry felt using the tool in an upright position 
"punching" over an area until the wool is felted 
and has bonded. 

Christmas Cut-Out Threading Cards
CB747 Pkt of 10
2 designs x 5 each, bauble and tree designs, 170mm x 120mm (folded).

Stitching Cards
CB271 Pkt of 10
Pre-drilled white square cards. Large 3mm holes suit tapestry and 
chenille needles. Card Size: 16 x 16cm (closed size). 
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Mini Perle Cotton 
Thin #8
CT008 Box of 42
Soft embroidery cotton 5g 
balls in 18 colours (approx 
40m each). Colours may 
vary.

Sewing Cotton Assorted
CT003-AS Box of 12
Assorted colours. Polyester sewing 
cotton 1000yd spools. Colours may 
vary.

Stranded Cotton
CT004-AS Pkt of 24
6 strand cotton in 8m hanks. 
Assorted colours. Colours may 
vary.

Perle Cotton Thin #8
CT002-AS Pkt of 10
Soft embroidery cotton. 10g 
balls (approx 160m each). 
Colours may vary.

Perle Cotton Thick #5
CT007-AS Pkt of 10
Thick embroidery cotton 50g 
balls (400m each). Colours  
may vary.

Metallic Thread
CT015 Pkt of 24
192m total - 24 hanks 
x 8m. Assorted colours 
which may vary. 

Metallic Yarn
Ball of 20g
CT020-EM Emerald
CT020-GO Gold
CT020-RE Red
CT020-SI Silver
Strong yarn made from a wool and 
metallic blend. Ideal for weaving, 
stitching projects, jewellery making, 
collage or for hanging decorative 
work. Approx. 125m per ball.
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Poly Organza
70cm x 10m roll
Translucent fabric in single colours.

MT140-BK Black
MT140-BL Blue
MT140-DG Dark Gold
MT140-GR Green Diamond
MT140-HP Hot Pink
MT140-PU Purple
MT140-RE Red
MT140-YE Yellow

Satin Ribbon
RN103-GR  Green
RN103-RE   Red
RN103-WH White
Satin edged ribbon 3mm x 25m roll.

Ribbon Assorted
RN109 Pkt of 36
1m lengths of satin ribbon in different widths and colours.

Stocking Pieces
MT412 Pkt of 20  Assorted
Brightly coloured, dyed stocking pieces.

While
 stocks last!

While
 stocks last!
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Fabric Markers – Glitter
PM056 Pkt of 5
Fabric markers with glitter effect. Wash resistant after fixing. Iron inside 
out up to 40°C. Colours include green, black, blue, yellow & red.

Fabric Paints Basic Set 
PT934 Set of 6
Water-based fabric paints with high opacity. 
Great for dark fabrics. Wash resistant after 
fixing. Iron inside out up to 40°C. Colours 
include: white, yellow, red, blue, green, black. 
20mL each colour. 

Textile Markers
PT930 Pkt of 12
Water-based fabric markers suitable for using on fabrics such as cotton, 
cotton blends, linen and silk. Ideal for T shirts, bags and caps. Adjoining 
colours will bleed when still damp. Washable up to 60°C after fixing 
with an iron (cotton setting). Fade resistant and solvent free. Pack of 12 
assorted colours. 2-4mm felt tip.

Acrylic Wool – Cool
CQ062-CO Pkt of 5
4ply 90% acrylic wool.

Acrylic Wool – Warm
CQ062-WA Pkt of 5
4ply 90% acrylic wool.

Acrylic Wool – Neutral
CQ062-NE Pkt of 5
4ply 90% acrylic wool.

Acrylic Wool  
- Multi Colour
CQ062-MC NEW Pkt of 5
Multi Coloured Rainbow Wool. 
100g balls (approx. 180m). 4ply.

While
 stocks last!
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NEEDLES & PINS

Bulk Tapestry/Chenille Needles
NE120 Pkt of 25
Metal needles with a semi blunt point and 
a large eye. Suitable for tapestry and canvas 
work. 5.5cm long. 

Plastic Weaving Needles
NE011 Pkt of 12
15cm long multi coloured plastic needles with 
large eye. Suitable for use with hessian.

Plastic Darning Needles
NE010 Pkt of 12
7cm long multi coloured plastic needles with a 
blunt tip and a large eye. 

Dressmakers Pins
PI102 Box of 500g
Bulk dressmakers (household) steel sewing pins 25mm long. 
Bulk plastic storage tub.

Lill Pins
PI210 Box of 100g
Ideal pins for foam core board or polystyrene 
model making. Excellent for pinning sequins. 
Also used for display boards. 15mm long pins. 
Hard plastic storage case with lid. Approx. 
2000 pins.

T-Pins
PI202 Box of 350
T Pins are great to use for displays.  
51mm pin length. 

Pearl Headed Pins - Assorted
PI110  Pkt of 1000
Bulk multi coloured pearl headed pins are 
suitable for decorative craft work or displays. 
25mm long. Handy resealable plastic storage 
container.

Pearl Headed Pins - Plain
PI101  Pkt of 1000
Bulk plain pearl headed pins are suitable for 
decorative craft work or displays. 25mm long. 
Handy resealable plastic storage container.
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Pre-stuffed Calico Christmas Ornaments
MT104 Pkt of 100
Five designs included in the pack: Star, tree, bell, angel and bauble. Size: 
Approx. 9cm x 10.5cm.

Pre-Stuffed Calico Round Bauble
MT103 Pkt of 10
Decorate the Christmas tree this year with your own original designed 
baubles. Size: 10cm x 11.25cm.
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Calico Bag Small
MT071 Pkt of 10
Bag size: 20cm width x 22.5cm height (includes gusset). Width without 
gusset is approx. 14-15.5cm.

Calico All-Purpose Cases
MT102 Pkt of 5
These calico all purpose cases with zipper make an ideal gift pencil case 
or makeup bag. Decorate with fabric markers, fabric paint or other 
embellishments. Dimensions: 9 x 21cm.

Calico Bags with Handles
MT085 Pkt of 10
Calico bag with handles. Ready to decorate with fabric paint and markers. 
35 x 45cm.

Calico Apron
MT072 Pkt of 5
Size: 73cm height x 53cm width. 
Includes chest pocket: 19.5cm height 
x 25.5cm width. Adjustable straps 
on the neck and waist. Cold gentle 
machine wash. Iron on low heat.
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Calico Tea Towels
MT101 Pkt of 5
Calico tea towels ready to decorate with fabric markers or paints. It is 
recommended to wash fabric first before decorating. Dimensions: 52.5 x 
72cm.

Calico Library Bags
MT110 Pkt of 10
This pre-sewn calico bag with drawstring makes an ideal library bag. 
Ready to decorate and use. Dimensions: 33 x 44cm.

Calico Hand Puppets
MT092 Pkt of 10
Pre-sewn calico hand puppets. Trim the 
seams, turn inside out and they are ready to 
decorate. 26cm x 27cm.

Calico Flags
MT095 Pkt of 10
Pre-cut calico flags. Hemmed and ready to 
decorate with fabric paint and markers. 30 x 43cm. 

Calico Stocking
MTZ093   NEW Pkt of 5
The 19cm calico stockings are an excellent choice 
for a wide range of Christmas and creative 
activities. Their compact size makes them perfect 
for young hands, while their blank canvas allows for 
endless possibilities .

Calico Pocket Banner
MTZ113 Each
Calico Advent Calendar. 5 pockets x 6 rows.  
Dimensions: 57 x 40 cm. Pocket Size: 7.5 x 6.5 cm.

Calico Teddy Bears
MT090 Pkt of 10
Pre-sewn 30cm high calico fabric Teddy 
Bears. Requires 250 grams filling. 
Once filled and closed up, decorate 
and personalise to make unique bear 
characters. 

Activities 
included!
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Calico Banner A4
MTZ116 Each
Calico Banner with Dowel rod.  
Size: Approx. W210 x H297mm.
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Black Cotton Bags
MT107 Pkt of 10
Black quality cotton carry bag with two handles. Decorate to personalise 
or use as is. Pre-wash bags for best results when decorating. Dimensions: 
35 x 45cm.

Black Eco Bags with Display Pocket
MT087 Pkt of 10
Black eco carry bags with gusset. The A4 clear pocket is ideal to display 
artwork or insert a label. Great for gift giving. Bag measures 34 x 41cm. 

Poly Organza
70cm x 10m roll
Translucent polyester organza 
fabric available in single  
colours. Suitable for draping, 
costumes and room dividers. 

MT140-BK Black
MT140-BL Blue
MT140-DG Dark Gold
MT140-GR Green Diamond
MT140-HP Hot Pink
MT140-PU Purple
MT140-RE Red
MT140-YE Yellow
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Fabric Flowers
FAZ099 Pkt of 250
42mm diameter, fabric polyester flowers. Mix of 10 colours (may vary 
between packs). Pre-drilled with centre hole, for threading or stitching 
with ease. BRAND: By Zart.

new
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Stiffened Felt
FE069 Pkt of 10
These brightly coloured felt sheets have been stiffened making them 
ideal for construction and book covers. The felt is easy to work with. 
Cut, score and fold. Colours may vary. A3 sized sheets.

Felt Acrylic Value Pack
FE062 Pkt of 48
A4 assorted felt. NOT suitable for dry felting. 

Fabric Frisbee White
MT046 Pkt of 5
Fabric: Nylon. Size: 25cm Diameter. Each Frisbee comes with a pouch.  
Brand: Project Starters. 

Felt Sheets – Glitter
FE054 Pkt of 10
These glittered felt sheets come in four assorted colours: red, green, 
black and white. Perfect for Christmas craft projects. A4 sized sheets.

Dry Felting Kit
FEZ911 NEW Pkt of XX 
This Dry Felting Starter Set offers the perfect convenience for classrooms 
and art rooms, as it includes your dry felting essentials – just add the 
wool tops! Kit includes 10 X Felting Foam Block: High density felting 
foam, Width 15cm x Length 15cm x Height 5cm, 10 X Dry Felt Needles: 
Medium thickness, Length 8.6cm, 30 X Wool Felt Square Pieces 14 x 
14cm, assorted colours (colours may vary), Wool Tops NOT included.
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Felt Stockings
FE101 Pkt of 20 (10 pairs) ....................................................... $10.25
14cm x 20cm felt stockings in assorted colours. Each packet contains 20 
stockings (10 pairs) that can be decorated by sewing designs or adding 
beads, sequins and other crafts.

Felt Christmas Shapes
FE088 Pkt of 200 ........................................................................ $7.50
Pre-cut felt Christmas shapes including Bells, Boots, Santas, Sleighs and 
Stars. Perfect for Christmas craft projects such as cardmaking or tree 
decorations. Dimensions: Approx. 1-8cm. Red, green and white felt.

Felt Star Decorations
FE079 Pkt of 60 .......................................................................... $6.85
Pre-cut felt Christmas Stars in red, green and white felt. Perfect for 
Christmas craft projects such as cardmaking or tree decorations. 
Dimensions: Approx. 10cm high.

Felt Finger Puppet Accessories
FE081 Pkt of 255 ........................................................................ $5.65
These felt pre-cut shapes can be glued or stitched to personalise felt 
finger puppets or alternatively can be used to add features to your 
cardmaking or collage. Give them ears, eyes, a nose, a heart or a bow tie. 
Approx. 1-4.5cm. Assorted colours.

Felt Finger Puppets
FE080 Pkt of 30 .......................................................................... $5.65
Glue or sew up these felt pre-cut shapes and create your own unique 
finger puppets. Assorted colours. Dimensions: 4 x 10cm when folded. 

Felt Teddy Bears
FE089 Pkt of 30 .......................................................................... $5.75
These pre-cut felt bear shapes are perfect to dress and decorate. Being 
felt they will not fray. Assorted skin colours. Approx. 15cm high.
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Pom Pom Rainbow String
CT038 5m ������������������������������������������$5.50
Bright colours that transition into the next 
as you go along the string. Each pom pom is 
approximately 10mm diameter.
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POM POMS

Basics – Pom Poms
PP106 Pkt of 300 ������������������������������$7.25
These Pom poms come in an assortment of 
sizes and bright colours. Ideal for construction 
and collage, or any craft project. Come in 
a handy clear storage container. Pom Pom 
dimensions: 12mm, 18mm, and 25mm.

Basics – Pom Poms Glitter
PP205 Pkt of 200 ������������������������������$7.25
Glitter Pom Poms in an assortment of colours 
and sizes. Come in a handy, clear storage 
container. Pom Pom dimensions: 10, 15, & 
20mm.

Basics – Pom Poms Rainbow
PP102 Pkt of 300 ������������������������������$7.25
Rainbow coloured Pom Poms in an assortment 
of sizes. Ideal for construction and collage, or 
any craft project. Dimensions: 12, 18 & 25mm. 
A variety of colour combinations included.

Pom Poms – Christmas
PP180 Pkt of 300 ������������������������������$7.25
These green, red and white Pom Poms come in 
a mixture of glitter and plain in three assorted 
sizes. Ideal for Christmas craft projects. Come 
in a handy clear storage container. Pom Pom 
dimensions: 12, 18 & 25mm.

Pom Poms with Hole
PP100 Pkt of 100
20mm pom poms with 2mm hole for easy 
threading.

Pom Poms – Cool
PP115-CO Pkt of 300 ������������������������$6.95
Cool colour pom poms, sizes 12mm, 18mm 
& 25mm.

Pom Poms – Earth Tones
PP104 Pkt of 55g
Three earth tones in a mix of four sizes: 
10mm, 15mm, 20mm and 40mm. Approx. 95 
pom poms.

Pom Poms – Warm
PP115-WA Pkt of 300 �����������������������$6.95
Warm colour pom poms, sizes 12mm, 18mm 
& 25mm.

Pom Poms – Assorted 
PP125-AS 25mm Pkt of 100
PP150-AS 50mm Pkt of 50

While
 stocks last!

While
 stocks last!
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Pipe Cleaner 15cm Assorted
CH069-AS Pkt of 500
Bulk pack of pipe cleaners. Fabulous for 
construction and decorative projects.
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Basics – Chenille Stems 30cm
CH049 Pkt of 150 ������������������������������$4.35
Bulk pack of assorted bright coloured stems 
with a wire centre. Assorted colours Include: 
white, black, brown, lemon, orange, red, hot 
pink, purple, blue, and green. Fabulous for 
construction and decorative projects. 30cm 
long x 6mm. 

Basics – Chenille Stems 15cm
CH048 Pkt of 1000 �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$10.50
Bulk pack of fluffy, bright coloured stems with a wire centre. Assorted colours include: white, black, 
tan, lemon, yellow, orange, tangerine, red, hot pink, purple, ultramarine blue, sky blue, and green. 
Fabulous for construction and decorative projects. Come in a handy clear storage container.  
15cm long x 6mm.

Basics – Tinsel Stems 15cm
CH064 Pkt of 500
Bulk pack of metallic stems in a handy storage container. Perfect for 
construction and decorative projects. Add sparkle to your festive craft work. 
Colours include: silver, gold, red, blue and green. 15cm long x 6mm.

While
 stocks last!
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Chenille Stems – Fluorescent
CH060 Pkt of 100 ������������������������������$3.85
Fluorescent, bright coloured stems with a wire 
centre in four assorted colours. Fabulous for 
construction and decorative projects. 30cm 
long x 6mm.

Chenille Stems – Giant
CH053-AS Pkt of 100 ������������������������$5.25
Fluffy, bright coloured, thick stems with a 
wire centre. 10 assorted colours. Fabulous for 
construction and decorative projects. 30cm 
long x 12mm.

Chenille Stems – Striped
CH070 Pkt of 100 ������������������������������$3.85
Assorted coloured striped stems with a wire 
centre. Fabulous for animal construction 
projects. 30cm long x 6mm.

Basics – Chenille Stems & 
Bumps 30cm
CH054 Pkt of 200 ������������������������������$6.50
Bulk pack of stems & bumps in assorted 
colours. Perfect for construction and 
decorative projects. Come in a handy clear 
storage container. 30cm long.

Basics – Tinsel Stems 30cm
CH065 Pkt of 150 ������������������������������$5.50
Bulk pack of assorted coloured metallic stems 
with a wire centre. Perfect for construction 
and decorative projects. Add sparkle to your 
festive craft work. Colours include: silver, gold, 
red, blue and green. Come in a handy clear 
storage container. 30cm long x 6mm. While

 stocks last!
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FEATHERS

Feathers – Natural
FT102-NA Pkt of 60g
Feathers in six natural colours including Black, Grey, White, Tan, Burnt 
Sienna, and Chocolate. Approximately 15cm in length. Ideal for collage, 
decoration and natural artworks. Approx. 240 feathers in a bag.

Feathers – Guinea Fowl Assorted
FT200-AS Pkt of 10g
These Guinea Fowl feathers come in an assortment of bright colours and 
vary in size from 4 to 10cm. Use for collage, decoration and jewellery 
making. Approx. 100 feathers in a bag.

Feathers – Guinea Fowl Natural
FT200-NA Pkt of 10g
These Guinea Fowl feathers come in four assorted natural colours and 
vary in size from 4 to 10cm. Use for collage, decoration and jewellery 
making. Approx. 100 feathers in a bag.

Feathers – Assorted
FT102-AS Pkt of 60g
Bright coloured feathers in an assortment of colours. Approximately 
15cm in length. Use for collage, decoration and costumes. Approx. 240 
feathers in a bag.

Feathers – Pastel
FT150 Pkt of 10g
Pastel coloured feathers in assorted colours including pink, white, lilac, 
blue, green and yellow. Approximately 15cm in length. Ideal for collage, 
decorative projects and displays. Approx. 60 feathers in a bag.
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Bio Glitter
GL060-BE Blue 200g
GL060-GO Gold 200g
GL060-GN Green 200g
GL060-RE Red 200g
GL060-PI Pink 200g
GL060-SI Silver 200g
Compostable and Biodegradable! Made from plant cellulose Bio 
Glitter is 75% degradable after 45 days in standard composting 
conditions. Non-toxic. 
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GLITTER

Glitter Pepper Shaker
GL052 Pkt of 12
Assorted bright coloured glitters that come in practical dispensers that are 
easy to use. Simply shake over wet glue, and once dry, return the residue 
back into the shaker to minimise waste. Ideal for decorative artworks. Each 
shaker contains 15g.

Glitter Glue Pens
AA080 Pkt of 6
Glitter glue pens in six bright colours. Easy to use by simply squeezing the 
tube to regulate the flow of glitter. The fine nozzle allows you to create 
fine lines of glitter. Great for cardmaking and decorative projects. Each 
pen 12mL.

Glitter Bulk
GL300-GO   Gold  Pkt of 1kg
GL300-SI      Silver Pkt of 1kg
Bulk Glitter in a 1kg bag. Can be used with the empty plastic shaker 
containers available separately. Great for cardmaking and decorative 
festive projects. 
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